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ABSTRACT: Since the discovery of buckminsterfullerene over 30 years ago, sp2-
hybridised carbon nanomaterials (including fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and graphene)
have stimulated new science and technology across a huge range of ﬁelds. Despite the
impressive intrinsic properties, challenges in processing and chemical modiﬁcation
continue to hinder applications. Charged carbon nanomaterials (CCNs), formed via the
reduction or oxidation of these carbon nanomaterials, facilitate dissolution, puriﬁcation,
separation, chemical modiﬁcation, and assembly. This approach provides a compelling
alternative to traditional damaging and restrictive liquid phase exfoliation routes. The
broad chemistry of CCNs not only provides a versatile and potent means to modify the
properties of the parent nanomaterial but also raises interesting scientiﬁc issues. This
review focuses on the fundamental structural forms: buckminsterfullerene, single-walled
carbon nanotubes, and single-layer graphene, describing the generation of their respective
charged nanocarbon species, their interactions with solvents, chemical reactivity, speciﬁc
(opto)electronic properties, and emerging applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, carbon was classiﬁed in three forms: amorphous
carbon, graphite, and diamond. A new era of carbon science
began with the discovery1 of buckminsterfullerene (C60) in
1985, formed via the laser ablation of graphite, quickly
followed by the assignment of other fullerene analogues such
as C70 and C80 formed in the same process. These
developments in fullerene chemistry subsequently drew
attention to the one-dimensional tubular carbon nanotubes2
(CNTs), originally with the recognition of multiwall carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs),3,4 followed by the synthesis of single-
walled carbon nanotubes5,6 (SWCNTs). The two-dimensional
structure of graphene had long been discussed theoretically but
was not isolated7 and fully characterized until 2004. Whereas
C60 and SWCNTs were originally synthesized by laser ablation
and arc discharge processes,8 graphene was originally prepared
by the mechanical exfoliation of graphite using the “scotch-
tape” method. Research over the last 30 years has led to a wide
array of other techniques for the synthesis of these materials,
notably chemical vapor deposition9,10 (CVD) and more
recently low temperature organic synthesis.11 The reader is
directed to previous reviews of SWCNT and graphene
synthesis for more information.12−16
Highly crystalline nanocarbons demonstrate superlative
electronic, optical, thermal, and mechanical properties coupled
with low densities and high surface areas, making them
candidates for a diverse family of applications, including (but
far from limited to) multifunctional composites, catalysts,
energy storage devices, drug delivery, bioimaging, nano-
electronics. However, in spite of their considerable promise,
large scale adoption of these nanomaterials has been hindered
by several factors, notably the cost/availability of the
nanocarbons, and diﬃculties in their processing. While
synthesis costs are likely to be addressed by increasing the
scale of the production infrastructure, processing the materials
in their raw forms remains a fundamental issue. Bulk
exfoliation of stacked graphenes (i.e., graphite) and nanotube
bundles typically involves high shear ﬁelds or aggressive
oxidation, both of which cause substantial, irreversible damage
without necessarily providing complete exfoliation to individ-
ualized species; metastable dispersions including substantial
fractions of nonexfoliated species are common.
As an alternative to these damaging processing routes, by
taking advantage of their easily accessible electronic states, the
nanocarbons may be electronically oxidized or reduced to give
a positively or negatively charged carbon nanomaterial (CCN),
respectively. The resultant materials consist of a nanocarbon
“ion” imbued with an electronic charge balanced by counter-
charged ions which may be intercalated within, or subsequently
dissociated from, the charged frameworks. In their simplest
form, these chemistries have been known since the 19th
century in the form of graphite intercalation compounds
(GICs).
Figure 1. (a) Lattice of graphene, consisting of two oﬀset triangular sublattices (white and gray circles), indicating basis vectors of the triangular
lattice (a1 and a2), unit cell (gray rhombus), and structure of deﬁned edge types. (b) SWCNT rolling vector map on a graphene sheet. SWCNT
type is assigned by a characteristic lattice vector C = m(a1) + n(a2), where m and n are integers in the graphene plane. On rolling the plane to form
the tube, the vector C is mapped onto the SWCNT circumference. Metallic helicities highlighted in purple. (c) Illustration of the diﬀerent stacking
forms of graphite depicted to scale. An equivalent bond is highlighted within each layer (connected with dotted red line) to highlight interlayer
translations. A vector is projected vertically down the c axis from the highlighted bond of the top graphene layer (with diﬀering colors between
layers for clarity) to illustrate the oﬀset between layers.
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The CCNs show dramatically improved solubilities and may
exfoliate spontaneously to give thermodynamically stable
solutions of individual, undamaged species at high concen-
trations. These solutions allow manipulation and assembly of
the nanocarbons for a wide range of applications, after
neutralization. On the other hand, in their charged form, the
CCNs show interesting phenomenology related but distinct to
polyelectrolytes, the ability to form liquid crystal mesophases,
and unique properties arising from their unusual electronic
structure. Moreover, the additional charge can initiate a wide
range of new functionalization reactions, which can be
particularly eﬀective on individualized species.
There are six fundamental CCNs based on the sign of charge
and the parent nanocarbon type: fulleride (C60
n−), fullerenium
(C60
n+), nanotubide (SWCNTn−), nanotubium (SWCNTn+),
graphenide (Cn
m−), and graphenium (Cn
m+). While the
properties between CCNs vary substantially due to the
diﬀerences in the degree and sign of charging, intrinsic
nanocarbon electronic structure, and dimensionality, there are
common factors between CCNs in terms of reactivity,
synthetic approach, and structure in both solid and solution.
This comprehensive review of CCNs discusses their
synthesis, properties before and after charging, dissolution
behavior, reactivity, and applications. Section 2 focuses on the
constituent carbon nanomaterials, discussing their structure,
optoelectronic character, and uses in the neutral state, related
brieﬂy to the diversity of raw nanocarbon feedstocks. The
challenges associated with manifesting these properties on a
macroscopic scale are discussed in the context of conventional
processing routes, particularly liquid phase exfoliation (LPE).
Section 3 provides a broad background to CCNs, including the
synthesis, structure, and properties of both the nanocarbon
frameworks and the initial intercalation compounds. The
solution behavior of the CCNs is discussed and compared to
that of nanocarbons charged associatively by ion (e.g., H+ or
OH−) adsorption. Section 4 covers the new functionalization
reactions facilitated by CCN formation, considering the
reagents required, the mechanisms, and limitations of the
reactions, as compared to the chemistry of the neutral
nanomaterials. Section 5 examines the physical models
developed to explain the solution behaviors of CCNs, by
analogy to polyelectrolyte excluded volume theory, and the
opportunities for further reﬁnement. Section 6 explores the
relationship between structural heterogeneity and CCN
phenomenology and explores the opportunities for selective
dissolution and reaction. Section 7 discusses alternative low
dimension materials which may show similar behaviors to the
carbon-based systems and identiﬁes the material characteristics
likely to enable an analogous charge-based approach. Section 8
surveys the current landscape of CCN applications compared
to conventional methodologies. Finally, section 9 summarizes
the state of the ﬁeld, highlighting key practical applications of
CCNs.
2. CARBON NANOMATERIALS
2.1. Intrinsic Structure of Carbon Nanomaterials
Within the (nano)carbon community, there is considerable
variation in the nomenclature used for diﬀerent structures; we
will attempt to use the “Carbon” deﬁnitions throughout the
review.17 The parent structure of all carbon nanomaterials is
usually considered to be ideal graphene: an inﬁnite 2d
crystalline sheet of sp2 hybridized carbon (Figure 1a), with a
hexagonal lattice consisting of two triangular sublattices and a
universal C−C distance of 1.42 Å. When graphene layers stack
to form graphite (Figure 1c), they ideally order in an AB
manner18 with a interlayer spacing of 3.35 Å; natural graphite19
typically consists of ca. 85% AB hexagonal and ca. 15%
rhombohedral ABC (3.33 Å) stacking. Additional interspacing
structures are possible in synthetic graphite, including AA
(3.55 Å) and slight-oﬀset AA’ (3.43 Å) patterns,20 in addition
to the in-plane randomly rotated “turbostratic” graphite19
which contains a distribution of local interlayer spacings (ca.
3.6 Å).
SWCNTs can be envisaged as a sheet of graphene rolled
along a speciﬁc 2d lattice vector (Figure 1b) which deﬁnes the
chiral indices, (n,m), and helicity, quantiﬁed as the chiral angle
(θ), between the “zigzag” axis and the rolling vector. Generally,
three types of SWCNT structure are recognized: armchair (θ =
30°, n = m), zigzag (θ = 0°, m = 0), and chiral (m ≠ n, m ≠ 0).
Rolling the naturally ﬂat graphene structure into a tube
introduces strain into the bonds oriented (partly) circum-
ferentially, which is greater for smaller diameters; as a result,
for example, armchair SWCNTs are more strained than zigzag
SWCNTs of similar diameter.21,22 As-synthesized, SWCNTs
typically form small parallel bundles of tens or hundreds of
individual nanotubes; if the diameters are similar they form in a
uniaxial, triangular lattice [for example, with a lattice constant
of 17 Å for ca. (10,10) SWCNTs23]; due to the high curvature,
the minimum internanotube distance is less than in planar
graphites, typically24 around ∼3.1 Å for diameters around 1
nm, though larger SWCNTs may distort through polygoniza-
tion or collapse.25 Synthesized SWCNT lengths vary from the
millimeter26 to sub-100 nm (though individual SWCNTs on
the centimeter scale have been reported27), dependent on
synthesis route; however, they are most commonly around 1−
2 μm. Multiple nanotubes may be nested coaxially to form
(usually larger) MWCNTs28 with typical intertube distances of
3.2−3.5 Å.
As-synthesized, the ends of CNTs usually form “caps”, with
additional curvature originating from the presence of
pentagons within the otherwise hexagonal network; precisely
six pentagonal rings are required to close a SWCNT cap
assuming all other rings are hexagonal.29 Analogously,
fullerenes may be seen as two SWCNT caps with an (inﬁnitely
or very) short SWCNT between the caps. The best-known
fullerene, C60, has icosahedral symmetry (Ih), composed of 20
hexagons of a graphene sheet (Figure 2), folded to give 12
pentagons (to satisfy the Euler formula30) with all carbons
equivalent and displaying near-sp2 hybridization.31 In the solid
state at room temperature, C60 packs as face-centerd-cubic
32
with a unit cell parameter of 14.2 Å.
While fullerenes and SWCNTs are (typically) terminated
with curvature, which arises from the presence of pentagons in
the framework, graphene is not usually terminated by
intramolecular C−C bonds. Instead, edges are terminated
through edge functionalization, often hydrogen, although a
large number of alternative functionalities are known33 and
may be deliberately introduced (section 4). The edge sites can
be classiﬁed as either zigzag or armchair, depending on the
carbon framework arrangement (Figure 1a) with each type
showing diﬀering local electronic character. The caps of
SWCNTs may also be opened to expose graphitic edges akin
to graphene edges. Deviation from the idealized nanocarbon
structures may be caused by a range of defects (Figure 3),
including vacancies in the carbon framework, sp3 hybridized
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carbons, and Stone−Wales bond rotations.34 These defects are
typically undesirable as they diminish the mechanical and
optoelectronic properties.35,36 For example, at an average
interdefect distance of ca. 50 nm, graphene tensile strength
halves37 and semiconducting SWCNT (sc-SWCNT, section
2.2) ﬂuorescence is quenched.38 In addition, since defects alter
the electronic properties,39 charge-based processes can be
aﬀected, leading to varying Fermi levels or charge densities.
2.2. Electronic Properties of Neutral Carbon
Nanomaterials
Long before graphene’s isolation, it was postulated to be a zero
band gap semiconductor (Figure 4) with an electronic
structure near the Fermi level (with a work function43 of
4.66 eV) consisting of an occupied valence band (π) and an
empty conduction band (π*). These two bands just touch at
the Fermi level at the K points in the Brillouin zone,44 and the
π and π* bands are degenerate by symmetry. As such, in the
ground state, occupied and unoccupied bands lie inﬁnitely
close to each other in the electronic density of states (eDOS)
but with no available states at the Fermi level. Although
graphene has the highest electron mobility of any known
solid45 (>200000 cm2 V−1 s−1), the low charge carrier density
in ideal undoped graphene implies low conductivity; in real
systems, however, electron−hole puddles arising from density
ﬂuctuations and thermal excitation supply additional charge
carriers.46 Deliberate doping or environmental eﬀects,
including interactions with the surrounding atmosphere or
substrate,47 explicitly shift the Fermi level, increasing metallic
conductivity further. Many strategies have been considered to
generate semiconducting character in graphene-related materi-
als,48 but mobility is usually signiﬁcantly degraded.
The electronic properties of SWCNTs can be considered as
a combination of the electronic band structure of graphene
with quantum conﬁnement of the electron momentum around
the circumference (but not longitudinally). Due to symmetry,
if (n − m) = 3q where q is an integer (which includes all
armchair SWCNTs) then the SWCNT is metallic at room
temperature (m-SWCNT); otherwise, it is a sc-SWCNT with a
band gap inversely related to diameter.49 The conﬁnement
generates characteristic van Hove singularities (vHS) in the
eDOS seen in all SWCNTs (Figure 4) and other 1d
conductors. Optical transitions are “allowed” between levels
labeled Eii, where i = 1, 2, 3, etc., numbering the valence and
conduction sub-bands; the energies Eii are roughly inversely
proportional to diameter and may be plotted on a Kataura
plot.50 For sc-SWCNTs, the E11 vHS transition is the lowest
energy band gap, with values in the range of 0.3−0.8 eV for
SWCNTs with diameters 3−1 nm, respectively. Overall,
SWCNTs tend to have a low electronic density of states
around the Fermi level on the order of 0.01 eV−1 per C atom
for m-SWCNTs; the low density causes the average energy
spacings between adjacent states to be much larger than
compared to common metals. m-SWCNTs (ε > 1000) have
signiﬁcantly higher dielectric constants51 than sc-SWCNTs (ε
< 10); larger diameter SWCNTs also have larger dielectric
constants than small ones.52
One strategy for generating a band gap in graphene also
relies on 1d quantum conﬁnement; by decreasing one lateral
dimension to form a graphene nanoribbon53 (GNR), the
resulting electronic character depends on the orientation of the
lattice and the width of the ribbon, in an analogous manner to
SWCNT helicity and diameter. However, scattering from
edges and the dependence on edge functionalities introduces
additional complexities.54,55
The eDOS of SWCNTs are relatively well-understood for
any helicity (n,m); however, while there is universal agreement
that the Fermi level of the SWCNTs is helicity dependent,
there is signiﬁcant disagreement not only on the absolute
values but also on the trends both expected and meas-
ured.56−58 While research continues in the synthesis of speciﬁc
(m,n) SWCNTs,59,60 nearly all samples contain a mixture of
helicities;22 a number of postsynthetic sorting strategies have
been developed, but absolute yields remain low.22,61,62 The
mixture of electronic structures in a typical, polydispersed
SWCNT sample can be simply modeled as a weight-averaged
eDOS (Figure 5b) of all the helicities present.63,64 The
bundling of even identical SWCNTs alters electronic proper-
ties, raising the work function;57 bundles of polydispersed
SWCNTs of varying helicity lose their well-deﬁned band gaps.
Figure 2. (a) Constituent framework of buckminsterfullerene overlaid
on a graphene sheet (right) showing bonds required to form a C60
molecule (red) and associated pentagons (blue). (b) Truncated
icosohedral graph representation of fullerene, showing pentagons
(blue, n.b. outer carbons also form a nonhighlighted pentagon) and
6:5 bonds (red), adapted from the graph of a 60-fullerene (a
truncated icosahedral graph) using one of the pentagons as a base
(perimeter), by R. A. Nonenmacher, licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0.
(c) Typical schematic representation of C60 molecule.
Figure 3. Typical defects on (a) graphene and (b) a (5,5) SWCNT,
illustrating sp3 defects (green), vacancies (blue), pentagon/heptagon
pairs from Stone−Wales bond rotations (red) and edge/ends (black)
where heteroatom terminations are expected.
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The electronic properties of C60 are quite distinct from the
eDOS continuum models of graphene/SWCNTs and are
explained through molecular orbital (MO) theory. The
curvature and misalignment of the π-orbitals of C60 molecule
create signiﬁcant strain and change the character of the π-
orbitals, compared to ﬂat systems.22 Haddon’s Hückel MO
calculations65 of isolated fullerene revealed the highest
occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) to be a quintuplet of
fully occupied degenerate hu orbitals, while the lowest occupied
molecular orbitals (LUMO) are a triply degenerate t1u set of
orbitals, separated by a ca. 1.8 eV gap (Figure 4). The LUMO
t1u density is concentrated predominantly over the 5:6
(hexagon/pentagon) bonds [i.e., between pentagons and
hexagons and not the 6:6 (hexagon/hexagon) bonds]. These
orbitals dominate the redox activity and their ﬁlling/emptying
gives rise to fullerene’s molecular ions. The reactivity of small
diameter SWCNTs is sometimes interpreted in light of similar
considerations about strain and rehybridization, as discussed
further in section 6.2.
2.3. Utilizing Carbon Nanomaterials
2.3.1. Nanocarbon Applications. The diverse range of
exceptional properties displayed by perfect carbon nanoma-
terials has stimulated interest in a large and varied array of
applications. The redox activity of C60 is relevant to
opportunities as diverse as organic photovoltaic devices,66 in
vitro production of singlet oxygen for cancer treatment,67 and
molecular electronics.68,69 As m-SWCNTs and graphene are
ballistic conductors with excellent conductivity and current
capacity, they are useful for transparent conducting ﬁlms,70,71
ﬁeld emission devices,72 and nanoelectronic circuitry.73 On the
other hand, the electronic properties and bandgaps of sc-
SWCNTs make them useful for transistor devices,74 solar
cells,75 and organic light-emitting diodes.76 Graphene is a zero-
gap semiconductor, so it is not as immediately useful for
transistor devices, unless a band gap is introduced61 for
example through the formation of GNRs77 or covalent
functionalization,78 generally at the cost of reduced mobility.
The optical properties of SWCNTs and graphene make them
attractive for a range of next generation optoelectronic and
photonic devices;79−81 the broad optical absorption bands of
graphene and helically mixed SWCNTs are well-suited to high
performance saturable absorbers, while the tunability aﬀorded
from SWCNT helicity selection (and GNR width control) is
inherently useful for optoelectronic components. In addition,
both SWCNTs and graphene, at least ideally, have exceptional
mechanical strength and high thermal/electrical conductivities
that make them useful in multifunctional high performance
composites.82−84 For composites, higher aspect ratio materials
are desirable to maximize the load-bearing of the nanocarbon
ﬁller under stress, as well as increasing toughness due to pull-
out, bridging, crack deﬂection, and realignment.85−87 High
aspect ratios are of use in (opto)electronic applications,
increasing electrical conductivity and reducing the percolation
threshold;88,89 the intrinsic electronic eﬀects of SWCNTs may
also be diminished at short (<100 nm) length scales.90 The
high surface areas of the carbon nanomaterials (often
combined with their electronic properties) make them
promising candidates for gas/energy storage,75,91 super-
capacitors,92,93 catalyst supports,94 and gas sensors.95,96
2.3.2. Processing Challenges. Mechanical exfoliation of
graphite can generate near-perfect graphene monolayers;7
however, the process is inherently limited to small-scale device
studies. The bottom-up synthesis of large grain-size, defect-free
crystals of graphene is currently diﬃcult to achieve99 as
generally graphene ﬂakes of varying sizes and crystallographic
domains are formed (although crystals on the millimeter scale
can be grown100). Typically, CVD-grown graphene is
synthesized on a metal substrate (Ni, Cu) and is transferred
to the end-target substrate using polymer stamps that leave
behind residues that can aﬀect ﬁnal mechanical and electronic
properties.101 So-called dry transfer approaches are beginning
to facilitate high-performance CVD-derived devices;102 how-
ever, performance is still lower than those from mechanical
exfoliation.
Alternatively, graphene-related materials can be synthesized
by LPE of bulk graphite through either high-shear methods
Figure 4. sp2-Hybridised carbon nanoform structures (top) and their undoped electronic orbitals/eDOS [bottom, Y axes represent energy (eV)
over the range from −3 to +3 eV with the Fermi energy (EF) positioned at 0 V in all graphs]. From left to right: fullerene (C60), semiconducting
(10,0), and metallic (5,5) single-walled carbon nanotubes and graphene.
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(ultrasonication, shear mixing, and microﬂuidization103,104) or
heavy acid oxidation resulting in the so-called “graphite oxide”,
which is water-soluble as few/monolayer graphene oxide
(GO), which must subsequently be reduced to partly recover
graphene’s properties, forming reduced GO (rGO, Figure 6).
Similar LPE processes were mostly developed originally for
SWCNT powders105 to obtain more individualized nanotubes
and remain under development.106 While acid oxidation of
SWCNTs does not routinely lead to a spontaneously soluble
material akin to GO (although possible with extreme
conditions107), it is commonly applied to remove impurities,
provide functionalization anchoring sites (section 4.1), and
improve subsequent dispersibility.
Dispersions of carbon nanomaterials are frequently neces-
sary for materials processing, including improved functional-
ization, enrichment of SWCNT helicity/electronic type,
lowered size/dimension dispersity, and scalable liquid phase
assembly of materials and devices. While alternative “dry”
assembly routes are possible (CVD spinning of SWCNTs,108
CNT-forest drawing,109 mechanical forest manipulation,83
etc.), they are commonly diﬃcult to scale and are incompatible
with most (typically liquid phase) puriﬁcation/functionaliza-
tion steps prior to assembly.
High-shear LPE is frequently used to prepare nanocarbon
dispersions in pure solvents; however, the best media are
typically toxic with high boiling points (e.g., N-methyl
pyrrolidine110) or are based on surfactant/polymer solutions
(introducing an often undesirable tertiary material). Alter-
natively, the feedstock can be prefunctionalized (section 4.1)
to increase stability. The monolayer graphene/individualized
SWCNT concentration and yield in LPE is usually low,111 with
Figure 5. Voltammetric analyses of carbon nanomaterials. (a) Cyclic
voltammetry (top) and diﬀerential pulse voltammetry (bottom) of
C60 at 10 °C in acetonitrile/toluene Adapted from ref 40. Copyright
1992 American Chemical Society. (b) Cyclic voltammetry of (red) sc-
SWCNTs and (blue) m-SWCNTs separated by density gradient
ultracentrifugation. The butterﬂy shape of the sc-SWCNTs aligns with
the ﬁrst vHS transition of the (17,3) SWCNTs. vHS transitions are
not seen from m-SWCNTs here as the measured potential window is
insuﬃciently wide. Adapted from ref 41. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society. (c) Cyclic voltammetry of graphite in LiBF4 0.1 M
in NMP. Adapted with permission from ref 42, licensed under CC BY
3.0.
Figure 6. (Top) Schematic chemical structures of graphene, graphene
oxide, and reduced graphene oxide. (Bottom) Route of graphite to
reduce graphene oxide. Adapted from ref 97, licensed under CC BY
3.0.
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ultracentrifugation often used as an additional step to isolate
particular species. The most signiﬁcant issue of LPE
processing, however, is that the necessary shear/oxidation
introduces defects into the carbon framework and diminishes
their aspect ratio112 (Figure 7). As a result, the intrinsic
electronic,113 magnetic,114 and mechanical37 properties of
LPE-derived graphene and LPE-processed SWCNTs are
diminished compared to CVD-grown/mechanically exfoliated
graphene, and as-grown SWCNTs, respectively.83,108,109
The processing of fullerenes is generally less challenging
than that of graphene and nanotubes due to their solubility in a
range of solvents, commonly toluene and carbon disulﬁde,115
and higher concentrations may be accessed using either
specialist solvents (e.g., 1-halo-naphthalenes116) or fullerene
functionalization.117 Solvated fullerenes may form small, loose-
structured clusters118 due to van der Waals attractions, akin to
graphite and CNT bundles but with signiﬁcantly lower binding
energies.
Given its utility and convenience, LPE is widely applied
despite the well-known shortcomings, but there is great
interest in alternative strategies. In particular, one solution is
to form CCNs through (electro)chemical reduction/oxidation
(not to be confused with acid oxidation). These CCNs can
dissolve sopntaneously to form thermodynamically stable
solutions, (section 3.4), accessing the beneﬁts of LPE but
without the introduction of defects, reduction of aspect ratio,
or the need to separate nonindividualized species. Additionally,
the use of CCNs opens new functionalization chemistries
(section 4.2), puriﬁcation methodologies, and routes to
hierarchical assembly.
2.4. Starting Materials
Fullerenes are typically synthesized as a mixture of sizes,
however, owing to their solubility in common organic
solvents115 (e.g., toluene, CS2, ortho-dichlorobenzene), the
separation of pure C60 can be performed simply on the lab
scale through chelation,125 chromatography, or sublimation,
and high yield industrial scale puriﬁcations are well-
established.126,127 Despite considerable progress toward
product control and batch repeatability, there is still signiﬁcant
variation in the structures, morphologies, and properties of the
other carbon nanomaterials between synthesis routes (and thus
nanocarbon suppliers). In addition, while commercial full-
erenes and nanotubes are solely synthetic, graphite may be
either synthetic or natural, providing even greater variation. It
is critical to appreciate the diversity of feedstocks when
selecting the materials and processes used to prepare a CCN
for a particular application. The geometric polydispersity of
graphenes and SWCNTs depends on the growth process and
conditions; the size and shape of graphene-related materials
may similarly depend on growth conditions (for CVD
methods), or on the nature of the graphite used for exfoliation.
In both cases, subsequent processing will continue to adjust
the distribution. Deliberate sorting to reduce the dispersity
typically requires individualization by ultrasonication, com-
bined with centrifugal enrichment, or chromatographic length
separation.62,128 While these techniques are currently small-
scale, time-consuming, and involve damaging ultrasonication,
these approaches simultaneously aid in the removal of
impurities (vide infra) and facilitate electronic and helicity
enrichment of SWCNTs. More scalable sorting methods have
been proposed;129−131 but still require a fully individualized
SWCNT feedstock, usually prepared by sonication and
ultracentrifugation.
Carbon nanomaterials are typically arranged into larger
structures (SWCNT bundles, graphitic crystals, or fullerites)
held together by van der Waals forces which must be overcome
to provide dispersions/solutions (e.g. through sonication,
shear, or charging). However, since intramolecular/interlayer
covalent bonds are substantially stronger and are not broken
by simple charging processes, the presence of such bonds
between the constituent nanotubes, layers, or fullerenes may
limit individualization. Synthetic graphite, in particular,
contains a high concentration132,133 of screw dislocations (5
× 108 cm−2, Figure 8a), and milled graphites contain a high
degree of interlayer pinning from introduced defects.134
Adjacent graphite layers may also form from a single folded
sheet leading to scroll-edges (Figure 8b) holding the layers
together covalently, as well as preventing the introduction of
intercalating species necessary for graphite reduction/oxida-
tion.135,136
Fullerenes are not synthesized with interspecies covalent
bonds; however, exposure to ambient conditions leads to
oxidized137 (C60O) and cross-linked
138 (C120O, C120O2)
impurities present in virtually all C60 samples. As-grown
SWCNTs (using current CVD/arc/laser synthetic techniques)
are not reported to contain signiﬁcant levels of internanotube
cross-linking. If desired, such cross-linking between SWCNT
bundles can be introduced through high-energy irradiation139
(electron beam, γ rays, etc.) or ozone similarly to fullerenes.140
For graphite, these internanocarbon bonds lead to intrinsically
insoluble materials which must be broken to recover
individualized sheets;141 the application of shear force can be
Figure 7. (a) Length distribution of CNTs as measured by atomic
force microscopy (AFM) before and after ultrasonication at varying
ultrasonicator power. (b and c) Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) of CNTs (b) before and (c) after sonication at 20% power.
Reproduced with permission from ref 98. Copyright 2017 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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used for exfoliation but usually leads to the recovery of smaller
ﬂakes (<1 μm) with higher defectiveness.142
Impurities are common in the as-received feedstocks of
nanocarbon, particularly the synthetic SWCNTs and fullerenes
(Figure 9). There are a variety of possible carbonaceous
impurities, most commonly amorphous carbon, which consists
of a disorganized network of sp3 and sp2 hybridized carbons,
which may contain dangling bonds, as well as a variety of
heteroatoms. Amorphous carbon may physically trap the
desired nanocarbon species, preventing exfoliation and
obscuring functionalization sites.143 Even well-ordered carbons
(fullerenes, CNTs, diamond-like carbons, nanodiamonds,
graphenes, graphites, etc.) can constitute impurities, if not
the desired structure; for example, (multiwall-)fullerenes are
often found in arc-grown CNT samples, or MWCNTs may
contaminate SWCNT samples. Inorganic impurities, in the
form of residual metal catalyst particles (often in graphitic
shells) or residual catalyst substrates, can increase material
density and are capable of altering the electronic,144
magnetic,114 and physical properties of the nanocarbon. In
general, impurities complicate stoichiometric control of
nanocarbon charging, as the charge segregation between
nanomaterial and impurities is not yet well-understood.
Furthermore, the presence of particulates of diﬀering geometry
(whether due to impurity particles or simply sample
heterogeneity) is known to interfere with the formation of
liquid crystal phases145 (section 5.3).
A high degree of nanocarbon crystallinity, minimizing
associated defects (section 2.1), is required to realize the
intrinsically exceptional properties. In addition, the crystallinity
has a strong inﬂuence on the charging processes,135 aﬀecting
both the stability of the charged compounds and the
mechanism of intercalation. The various factors controlling
the charging of graphite through ion intercalation is a broad
subject, and readers are directed to the comprehensive review
by Dresselhaus and Dresselhaus.146 In short, ideal AB stacking
of graphite along the c axis, such as that found in natural ﬂake
graphite, simpliﬁes intercalation. Higher in-plane graphene
crystallinity and larger lateral grain size also assists
intercalation; domains may vary from the millimeter (e.g.,
kish graphite) to the submicron (e.g., highly oriented pyrolytic
graphite). As noted above (section 2.1), SWCNTs are
synthesized in an even wider range of lengths, although bundle
diameters rarely exceed 100 nm.
The intrinsic aspect ratio of constituent SWCNTs/
graphenes can thus vary over many orders of magnitude.
High aspect ratios are most often preferred for applications in
composites and conductive networks,85 while lower aspect
ratios may be more relevant in drug delivery or catalysis.147
High aspect ratio nanocarbons are particularly challenging to
prepare and manipulate via conventional methods involving
ultrasound or shear, since they are more prone to buckle/
break,148,149 but can be usefully addressed with charging
methods. The charging of the nanomaterial is typically
unaﬀected by the aspect ratio, aside from extremely short
length scales where edge eﬀects may dominate; however, the
dissolution kinetics have recently been proposed to be
inversely proportional to their aspect ratio.87,150 The aspect
ratio has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the phase behavior of the
subsequent solution (section 5.3).
3. CHARGED CARBON NANOMATERIAL SYNTHESIS
AND PROPERTIES
3.1. Intercalation Compounds
3.1.1. Graphite Intercalation Compounds. Graphite
intercalation compounds can be viewed as the original CCNs.
Graphite itself is an amphoteric layered material, with the
ability to accommodate a wide range of inter gallery acceptor
and donor species via preparation techniques including vapor
or solvent transport and electrochemical intercalation (section
3.2). Acceptor species accept electrons from the graphite to
form anions intercalated into positively graphitic sheets, while
donor species reduce the graphite and have cationic
intercalating ions. The ﬁrst GIC was synthesized by Shaﬀaütl
in 1840 and was an acceptor-type material formed by exposure
Figure 8. (a) AFM of a screw dislocation on (001) graphite face
showing continuous graphene sheet spiralling about dislocation to
encompass multiple layers. Adapted with permission from ref 119.
Copyright 2002 The Mineralogical Society of America. (b) High-
resolution-TEM image of pyrolytic graphite powders with folded (I)
single- and (II) double-layer scroll edges with schematic structure
below. Adapted with permission from ref 120. Copyright 2009 The
American Physical Society.
Figure 9. TEM of SWCNTs illustrating the diﬀerences in size,
hierarchy, and impurity type(s)/quantity. (a) HiPco. Reproduced
from ref 121. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society. (b) Tuball.
Reproduced with permission from ref 122, licensed under CC BY 4.0.
(c) Hydrogen arc-discharge SWCNTs. Reproduced with permission
from ref 123. Copyright 2001 Cambridge University Press. (d) CVD
synthesized few-walled carbon nanotubes. Adapted with permission
from ref 124. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
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of graphite to sulfuric acid;153 this acid treatment route
subsequently also led to the discovery154 of graphite oxide in
1859. The ﬁrst donor GICs155 (with alkali metal intercalants)
were prepared in 1926 and were the subject of the classic
compositional and structural studies of Rüdorﬀ156 and
Heŕold157 (Figure 10). The range of known GICs is now
extremely large, including families based on electron-donating
alkali, alkali earth, and rare earth metals and electron-accepting
halides, metal halides, and acids.146 In addition to these binary
graphite-guest materials, ternary graphite-guest−guest com-
pounds can be created (particularly for alkali metal GICs) by
incorporating a third component in either elemental or
molecular form such as ammonia, tetrahydrofuran (THF), or
hydrogen.158
Intercalation of graphite to form a GIC is always
accompanied by charge (electron) transfer into the antibond-
ing π*-band (donor guest) or from the bonding π-band
(acceptor guest). The concomitant changes in electronic
structure yield materials with new physical and chemical
properties, including highly conducting synthetic metals,
magnetic states, and superconductivity, along with the
opportunity for production of chemically active charge transfer
agents. Graphite intercalates are unique among layered host−
guest materials in that they yield a sequence of stoichiometric
compounds with a regular c axis stacking structure. This
phenomenon is called staging, with a stage-n GIC being one in
which the guest species occupy every nth graphite gallery. To
take an archetypal example, stage-1, -2, and -3 potassium GICs
have compositions KC8, KC24, and KC36, with respective out-
of-plane c axis unit cell spacings of 5.35, 8.75, and 12.10 Å,
consisting of a single intercalant layer and 1, 2, and 3 graphite
layers, respectively. Kinetic processes surrounding staging
transitions are qualitatively understood by the model proposed
by Daumas and Heŕold,157 in which 2d diﬀusion of the guest
within domains of stage-n leads to formation of an
intermediate phase and then domains of stage-(n ± 1). Higher
stage intercalates lead to progressively weaker coupling
between the guest-ﬁlled galleries, with, for example, arsenic
pentaﬂuoride and alkali metal GICs observed for n > 6. The in-
plane intercalated structures form superlattices, which may or
may not be commensurate of the underlying graphite layers,
depending on the size and density of the guest species.159 For
many binary GICs (i.e., one intercalant type) of composition
MCn, the superlattice is [√(n/2) × √n/2)] that of graphite;
for example, stage-1 LiC6 and KC8 are commensurate (√3 ×
√3) and (2 × 2) in-plane structures, respectively, while stage-
2 KC24 has incommensurate domains of superlattice (√6 ×
√6). However, the importance of ionization potential and
ionic radius is illustrated by the diﬃculty in forming sodium-
based GICs.160
3.1.2. SWCNT Bundle and Fullerene Intercalation.
Both donors and acceptors can be intercalated into the
internanotube galleries of SWCNT bundles; however, the
ordering is usually less well-deﬁned than is seen in GICs, owing
to the SWCNT heterogeneity and variable carbon−carbon
distances. Upon intercalation (for both reductive165 and
oxidative166 charging), the bundle lattice expands with
increasing charge ratio and counterion size.167 Unlike GICs,
SWCNTs have a secondary gallery type, the internal cavity of
the nanotube, which may be variously ﬁlled with a range of
conﬁned continuous phases, ions, and molecules.168 While the
encapsulated material may be introduced during nanotube
synthesis,169 deliberate ﬁlling is usually performed later after
end-cap removal through preferential etching. The more easily
accessible internanotube galleries are typically also ﬁlled in this
step, however, the SWCNT ends may be resealed through
annealing and materials on the SWCNT exterior washed
away.170 Endohedral SWCNTs, even when ﬁlled with strong
donors/acceptors, are not expected to form the nanocarbon
ions described in this review, as the counterion remains
trapped and thus unable to dissociate in solution. Finally, in
MWCNTs, the interwall graphitic spacings may be interca-
lated, as described below (section 7.1).
In the presence of suitable donors/acceptors, fullerenes can
form well-deﬁned ionic crystals (Figure 11). The precise
crystal lattice is dependent on the dopant, charge stoichiom-
etry, temperature/pressure,162 initial fullerene state,68 and
cocrystallized solvent/molecules and can vary between
monoclinic,162,171 triclinic,163 rhombohedral,172 face centered
cubic173 (particularly for M3C60), and simple cubic
162 crystals,
as well as layered hexagonal164 sheets, 2d-ordered chains,174
and disordered175 phases. Exohedral fullereneium salts are
typically unstable without solvent molecules; however,
crystalline (monoclinic) phases may be formed when
synthesized with exceptionally Lewis acidic donors176 (e.g.,
AsF5). As for SWCNTs, fullerenes can also be ﬁlled
endohedrally, usually during the initial fullerene syntheses;177
postsynthesis ﬁllings are rare.178 While the (endohedral)
dopant may not dissociate from the doped fullerene, group 1
M@C60 itself may act as a reducing agent, to give the [M@
C60]
+ ion,179 which may form (monoclinic) crystals.
3.2. CCN Synthesis
3.2.1. Chemical Routes. The synthetic route to alkali
metal/carbon nanomaterial salts (GIC and nanotubide)
through chemical means can be broadly split into two
categories: direct metal and solvated reductant. For direct
metal intercalation, the metal can be added as a vapor180,181 or
Figure 10. (a) Schematics and digital pictures of stage-1 and stage-2
potassium GICs. Reproduced with permission from ref 151.
Copyright 2014 The Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) Schematics of
the Rüdorﬀ and Daumas-Heŕold models of graphite intercalation.
Adapted with permission from ref 152, licensed under CC BY-NC 3.0.
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liquid,146,182 metal amalgam,183,184 eutectic alloy (GIC only to
date185−187), or plasma (CNTs only to date188). Alternatively,
solvated reductants can be used to form the CCN salts,
avoiding the high temperatures or low pressures often
associated with direct metal addition. The selected solvent
must be dry, aprotic, and stable in the presence of the selected
reductant(s) (see sections 3.2.2 and 3.4). Solvated reductant
routes include Birch reductions (liquid ammonia solvating the
metal cation and its valence electron(s)189−191) and organic
single electron transfer (SET) agents (e.g., sodium with
naphthalene,192,193 Figure 12, or 4,4′-di-tert-butylbiphenyl194)
in coordinating solvents such as THF. In the case of solvated-
reductant GICs, the resultant intercalated metal cation is
typically coordinated by solvent molecules.193 Organometallics
(e.g., n-BuLi195 and C3H7NHLi
196) may be used to reduce
carbon nanomaterials while simultaneously functionalizing
with the organic group, allowing the addition of diﬀerent
surface moieties.195,197−199 While similar charging reagents
have been applied in the synthesis of alkyl-fullerides,200,201
yield can be limited by competitive polymerization of the
fullerenes.202
All stable alkali metals have been shown to be capable of
forming GIC/nanotubide intercalants,167,203 although graphite
intercalation of sodium typically leads to low stoichiometries
and high-stage GICs attributed variously to the small size of
the metal cations preventing intergraphitic distances reaching
energy minima,204 the less reducing nature versus lithium, and
the weakness of the subsequent ionic bond between the
graphenide sheets and sodium cations.205,206 Pure stage-1
sodium GICs can be synthesized from decomposition of the
so-called “superdense” GIC204 NaC2 (formed at 40 kPa), and
ternary stage-1 sodium GICs may be formed through use of a
cointercalating solvent,207 heavy group 1 metal,208 or trace
oxygen.209
The group 2 alkali earth metals calcium, strontium, and
barium readily intercalate graphite,210 while magnesium is
more challenging (analogously to sodium) but readily forms
ternary intercalation compounds alongside a group 1 metal.208
While beryllium metal can intercalate graphite, it rapidly
decomposes to give beryllium carbide.211 Of the group 2
metals, only barium has been intercalated into SWCNT
bundles to date,212 with the electronic behavior highly
dependent on the extent of charging.213
For acceptor compounds, most Lewis acids can intercalate
graphite and nanotube bundles, including sulfuric acid,153,214 a
large array of metal halides,215−217 and bromine;218,219 iodine
is capable of doping nanotube bundles166,220 (albeit with lower
charge transfer versus bromine221) but does not easily form a
GIC, attributed to its lower electron aﬃnity.222 These mild
dopants do not form the C60
n+ fullerenium ions; compounds
may form, but there is no formal electron transfer,223,224 as
oxidation requires a redox potential greater than common
oxidants.171 Instead, highly oxidizing, non-nucleophilic special-
ist acceptors must be used, notably the halocarboranes225,226
and arsenic pentaﬂuoride.176 While arsenic pentaﬂuoride has
also been applied to form acceptor GICs222 (with great
historical importance), it has yet to be reported as a donor for
nanotubes, although its anionic analogue (AsF6
−) is used as the
counterion in nanotubium electrochemical synthesis (section
3.2.2).
The maximum charge on the CCN can be limited by one of
several factors. As inferred above, GIC maximum stoichiom-
etry is deﬁned by the ﬁnal well-deﬁned structure of the
resultant GIC, usually a stage-1 structure. For SWCNTs or
individual graphene sheets, the extent of charging is not
intrinsically deﬁned by the ﬁnal crystal structure (the SWCNT
bundle lattice is typically not as well-deﬁned as graphite) and
instead is limited by charge saturation. During the charging
process, the CCN Fermi level will shift toward the reduction/
Figure 11. Fulleride crystal structures. (a) Face-centerd cubic M3C60,
where M is a group 1 metal in either tetrahedral (green) or octahedral
(red) site. Reproduced with permission from ref 161, licensed under
CC BY-NC 4.0. (b) Linear chains of fulleride “polymer-phase” with
constituent orthorhombic crystal structure. Reproduced with
permission from ref 162. Copyright 1999 Elsevier. (c) Layered
anorthic crystal system. Reproduced with permission from ref 163.
Copyright 1998 John Wiley & Sons. (d) Layered hexagonal sheet
structure of [K([2.2.2]crypt)]2C60 crystals. Reproduced with
permission from ref 164. Copyright 1997 VCH Verlagsgesellschaft
mbH, Germany. Figure 12. Schematic (left) and pictures (right) of raw SWCNT
powder and sodium naphthalide/DMAc solution forming a solution
of nanotubide. Reproduced with permission from ref 143. Copyright
2015 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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oxidation potential of the charging species, until eventually the
potentials are equal. This charge saturation is more readily
reached for weak redox agents where a small degree of charge
transfer is required to reach such an equilibrium. The low-lying
LUMO of C60 facilitates the use of these milder (often
organic) reducing agents, such as amines and hydrosulﬁte171
for fulleride synthesis. These organic compounds adsorb onto
graphite and nanotubes, doping vacant states;227 the charge
saturates at low stoichiometries, so that the ﬁnal charge is small
and insuﬃcient to facilitate the dissolution/reductive function-
alization seen for the alkali (earth) metal intercalated species.
When charging electrochemically, there is no intrinsic charge
limitation, although charging outside the electrolyte’s stability
window leads to degradation of the electrolyte and often also
the nanocarbon (section 3.2.2).
3.2.2. Electrochemical CCN Synthesis. Electrochemistry
provides an alternative route to the reduction and oxidation of
carbon nanomaterials while simultaneously monitoring the
redox behavior40,228,229 (section 3.3). Fullerenes can be
electrochemically reduced or oxidized to generate isolated
fulleride (C60
x−, x = 1−6) and fullerenium (C60x+, x = 1−3)
ions, respectively,171 through discrete reduction/oxidation
events. Graphite intercalation is commonly performed through
electrochemistry, with the GIC stage determined by the
applied potential.230 Holding (solid) SWCNT powder at
suﬃcient potential in an appropriate solvent with suﬃciently
low electrolyte concentration (to mitigate screening eﬀects,
section 5) leads to spontaneous dissolution of the SWCNT
ions.63 Electrochemistry is currently the only known route to
individualized nanotubium species with well-deﬁned cationic
SWCNTs (Figure 13).228 The dissolution of CCNs is covered
in greater depth later, both in terms of experimental factors
(section 3.4) and theoretical considerations (section 5).
Care must be taken to ensure that the potential is within the
solvent’s/electrolyte’s electrochemical stability window to
prevent solvent degradation and subsequent contamination.
This requirement is particularly pertinent in oxidative
syntheses that requires potentials at which few electrolyte
systems are stable (e.g., LiAsF6 in propylene carbonate
228,231).
Due to the electrolyte window constraints, mild dissolution of
graphenide or graphenium from graphite via electrochemical
reduction or oxidation has yet to be demonstrated since only
GIC formation occurs without appreciable dissolution. By
holding graphite at reductive potentials outside this window,
exfoliation of layers occurs232 due to extensive release of
hydrogen gas (from water splitting) from between the layers;
this processes typically causes substantial damage to the
graphene’s carbon framework. Holding graphite at an
excessively oxidizing potential does not lead to gas evolution,
instead leading to oxidization/functionalization of the graphite
which causes damage, but may encourage exfoliation.
3.3. Physical Properties of CCNs
3.3.1. GIC Band Structure. Angle-resolved photoemission
spectroscopy (ARPES) shows how charge doping aﬀects the
electronic band structure of crystalline materials. For CCNs,
practical considerations limit such measurements to GICs and
graphene, since the technique requires highly ordered crystal
surfaces that are larger than the beam of incident photons
(typically ∼1 μm). In situ ARPES measurements of potassium-
decorated graphene demonstrate the expected shift of the
Dirac point to below the Fermi level as the π* bands are
occupied upon electron doping.233,234 These measurements
also reveal a nonlinearity of the band dispersion at high doping
and a trigonal warping of the now occupied π* bands (Figure
14). Alkali metal doping can add a signiﬁcantly greater number
of charge carriers to graphene sheets than accessible via
electrostatic gating; the Dirac energy has been found as low as
−1.5 eV (compared with the maximum value of ∼1 eV for
gated graphene235,236).
Figure 13. Reductive (dashed) and oxidative (dotted) cyclic
voltammetry of (6,5) rich CoMoCat SWCNTs overlaid on averaged
eDOS (red). Reproduced with permission from ref 228. Copyright
2013 Springer Nature.
Figure 14. Angularly resolved photoemission intensity around the K̅
point shown as diﬀerent cuts through a three-dimensional data set.
(a) Large-scale dispersion through K̅. (b) Fermi surface around K̅
with the dashed line indicating the cut shown in (a). More detailed
Fermi energy crossings along the K̅−Γ̅ (c) and K̅−M̅ (d) directions.
(e and f) show the simulated photoemission intensity corresponding
to the data in (c and d, respectively). Reproduced with permission
from ref 233. Copyright 2010 The American Physical Society.
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For GICs, the π* bands closely resemble those of doped
graphene237,238 but another band, with 3d character located
between the graphene sheets, is also occupied.239 This so-
called interlayer (IL) band originates predominantly from the
development of the alkali metal superlattice between the
graphene sheets of the GIC.240 Although there is a full
ionization of the intercalant, the relative occupation of the
interlayer band is dependent on the graphene layer separation
in the GIC: the closer the layers, the more the π* band is
occupied at the expense of the IL-band.241 The lack of a clearly
resolved IL band on metal-decorated graphene with ARPES
could be due to choice of incident energy,239 as well as the
intercalant disorder on doped graphene compared with that
found for GICs. The eﬀect of doping and superlattice
formation of incrementally (potassium) doped graphene can
be indirectly measured242 through Raman spectroscopy
(section 3.3.3): unlike GICs, for which only ﬁxed stoichiome-
tries with well-deﬁned superlattices are observed (e.g., KC8,
KC24), graphene may be incrementally doped with K atoms.
While at the highest levels of doping, alkali metal superlattices
still form on graphene, evidenced by emergence of new
phonon modes from the modiﬁed periodicity, the presence of
other bands indicate that disorder remains in the saturated
system. This diﬀerence in tunability of graphene compared
with graphite was shown to exist for 1−4 layer graphene.242
3.3.2. CCN (Super)conductivity. The in-plane electrical
conductivity of GICs increases compared to the parent
graphite upon intercalation, reaching values on the order of
108 S m−1 for AsF5 GICs, higher than metallic copper.
244 The
electrical conductivity of GICs is inherently highly anisotropic,
with values for the in-plane to c axis ratio σa/σc ranging from
around 15 (LiC6) to 10
4 (FeCl3C8) in stage-1 compounds;
245
the value for graphite itself is 3 × 103. More recently, the in-
plane conductivity of individual graphene monolayers has been
shown to increase upon doping, without aﬀecting band
structure.246 Similarly, the conductivity of SWCNT bundles
increases with increasing donor247 and acceptor248 intercala-
tion.180 Relatively nondoping adsorbents (e.g., aniline) may
decrease conductivity,248 likely due to separation of adjacent
SWCNTs within the bundle, or additional scattering.
Superconductivity has been observed for the alkali metal
stage-1 GICs KC8, RbC8, and CsC8, with critical transition
temperatures (Tc) all under 200 mK, while more recently
divalent intercalants including YbC6 and CaC6 have shown
superconductivity181 at higher Tc (6.5 and 11.5 K,
respectively). In these systems, electron−phonon coupling
involves both out-of-plane C and in-plane interlayer Ca phonon
modes, including transitions between the IL and π* electronic
bands.239
The possibility of superconductivity in doped monolayer
graphene is currently the subject of much debate; indirect
measurements249 imply that lithium doping provides a Tc
around 5 K, while other experiments rule out superconducting
graphene doped with any group 1 metal with Tc ≥ 1.8 K,
instead proposing only calcium doping to be eﬀective.239,250
Fullerides can also act as organic molecular (type-II)
superconductors251 of the form M3C60 where M is an alkali
metal (or mix of alkali metals). RbCs2C60 has the highest
ambient critical temperatures251,252 of any reported organic
superconductors (33K), while Cs3C60 reaches 40 K at high
pressure.253 Other charged carbon structures show super-
conductivity (albeit with lower Tc), including doped
diamond,254 doped Q-carbon,255 and reduced glassy carbon.256
The use of (neutral and reduced) SWCNTs as super-
conductors is still the subject of ongoing debate.257−260
Another exotic electronic ground state found in CCNs is the
so-called “charge density wave” (CDW), observed for CaC6 by
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM).243 Here, below a
critical temperature (TCDW), long-range periodic stripes occur
in the electron density (Figure 15), with an associated
distortion of the intercalated calcium superlattice (but notably
not of the carbon lattice); more recently, similar electronic
stripes have been observed in Ca-doped bilayer graphene.261 A
CDW state has yet to be observed in either nanotubide or
fulleride crystals.
3.3.3. CCN Optical Properties. For graphitic materials,
both reductive (donor) and oxidative (acceptor) charging shift
the Fermi level (Figure 16a), by adding electrons to the
antibonding π*-band (conduction band) or removing them
from the bonding π-band (valence band), respectively. The
magnitude of the Fermi level shift is dependent on the
reducing/oxidizing species,214 the stoichiometry of the
charging material,151 and the eDOS of the speciﬁc nanoma-
terial (Figure 16b). In the charged state, the ﬁlled/emptied
states may be probed spectroscopically or electrochemically.
The discrete reductions of C60 from neutral to C60
6− occur at
regularly spaced reduction potentials (Figure 5a) as electrons
are always added to the same degenerate orbital set, with some
ﬂuctuations attributable to electron−electron interactions (e.g.,
pairing energy) and quantum capacitance.264 The sequential
reduction can be observed via cyclic voltammetry (CV) and
diﬀerential pulse voltammetry to give clear redox events.
Similar measurements can be performed on sorted SWCNTs,
showing redox events at potentials matching vHSs, although
the peaks are substantially less pronounced due to the
continuum of states across all potentials in (polydisperse)
SWCNT samples.228 The linear eDOS/potential relationship
of graphene leads to a linear CV behavior.229 The doping
Figure 15. (Left) Constant-current STM micrographs with (right)
Fourier transforms of CaC6 structure of (top) phase surface of the
standard GIC and (bottom) in the distorted CDW phase, displaying
both hexagonal structures as seen for the expected phase and the
stripe that shares one of the Ca symmetry directions. Adapted with
permission from ref 243. Copyright 2011 Springer Nature.
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process is easily visualized as shifting the Fermi level against
the known neutral eDOS, with the new potential set by the
comparing the integral of the eDOS to the number of electrons
added/removed. However, at higher charge, the net electron−
electron interactions increase/decrease during reduction151
and oxidation,265 respectively. As a result, the eDOS stretches
(nonlinearly), increasing the magnitude of the potential for any
given charge stoichiometry, relative to the neutral eDOS.
While this eﬀect has not yet been studied in detail for CCNs,
quantum capacitance concepts have been used to estimate the
extent of the eﬀect for both graphenide151 and nano-
tubide,266,267 though the band structure may change more
signiﬁcantly upon heavy doping or due to dopant-related
features.
The optical properties of carbon nanomaterials change upon
doping due the altered electron occupancy; recent reviews
discuss the eﬀects of charge on SWCNT spectroscopy,217 as
well as Raman scattering268 and optical absorption269 by
graphene. Brieﬂy, the optical transmission spectra of neutral
SWCNTs are dominated by the allowed transitions between
vHSs, giving rise to well-deﬁned regions of (helicity depend-
ent) absorption peaks in the UV−vis spectrum. With
increasing oxidation, emptying of the valence band vHSs
leads to progressive bleaching of the transitions (Figure 17a).
Analogously, reductive ﬁlling of the conduction band causes
bleaching due to Pauli blocking. In both cases, increasing
charge leads to sequential bleaching of transitions with
increasing energy (i.e., E11 are bleached before E22 etc.);
these bleaching events also quench the related photo-
luminescence peaks of sc-SWCNTs. In principle, the bleaching
events can be used to follow the redox charging behavior;
however, comparisons between spectroscopic50 and electro-
chemical measurements57,63,228 are complicated by eﬀects of
exciton binding energies which are signiﬁcant in nano-
carbons.270 While the eﬀective eDOS may stretch due to the
electron−electron interactions mentioned above, the general
form of the band structure is typically not aﬀected by the
doping,217,271 with notable exceptions of strongly hybridizing
dopants212 and oxidizing acids.214 The near linear distribution
of states from the Fermi level in graphene leads to an optical
transmission spectrum of graphene with no features in the
UV−vis range (aside from the π−π* transition at ca. 220 nm).
Upon doping, the optical absorption of graphene (at least in
the 1−3 eV range) increases as a function of doping level,
regardless of charging direction.269,272
The optical spectrum of C60 varies with charge
273 with both
fullerides and fullereniums gaining additional peaks in the NIR-
vis range, due to the reduced symmetry, and shrinkage of the
HOMO−LUMO gap. Similarly, the infrared (IR) spectroscopy
of fullerene changes upon reduction, with the strong tu mode
splitting; however, the ﬁnal spectrum is complex and is highly
dependent on the ﬁnal crystal structure. The vibrational IR
absorption spectrum of unfunctionalized nanotubes shows no
signiﬁcant peaks and does not change upon addition of a donor
molecule;274 however, any vHS transitions present in this
region275 (e.g., E11 of very large diameter SWCNTs) should be
bleached upon doping.
Figure 16. (a) Work function of SWCNT bundles as a function of
reduction and (b) eDOS of pristine and KC20 (10,10) SWCNT.
Reproduced with permission from ref 57. Copyright 2002 The
American Physical Society.
Figure 17. (a) Bleaching of SWCNT radial breathing modes upon
charging from ﬁlling/emptying vHS. Reproduced from ref 262.
Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society. (b) Graphene Raman G
mode position as a function of gate voltage, showing upshift at
increasing charge (red line at 20 V corresponds to the undoped state).
Adapted with permission from ref 263. Copyright 2007 Springer
Nature. (c) Graphite Raman spectra as a function of voltage.
Reproduced with permission from ref 230. Copyright 2016 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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In the Raman spectrum of the graphitic nanocarbons, the G
mode upshifts to higher energies with increasing charge
(Figure 17b),263 and, for graphene, the G mode also sharpens
asymmetrically at low doping levels,268 while at higher doping
levels, the G mode is found to broaden signiﬁcantly and shifts
to lower energies.242,276 In the lower doping regime, the 2D
mode position is broadly inversely proportional to the electron
doping level, providing a convenient estimate of charge
stoichiometry.277 It should be noted that the position of the
graphene and nanotube G mode also shifts under strain,
complicating analysis;278−280 however, additional strain-based
spectral modiﬁcations (notably G-splitting278,281) may be used
to diﬀerentiate doping and strain-derived G mode shifts.242,280
The Raman scattering intensity of graphene as a function of
doping varies for each phonon mode;282 while the G mode
intensity is eﬀectively independent of Fermi level, the 2D
mode intensity relies on electron−electron scattering and so
scales with the number of available electrons (increasing upon
reduction and falling on oxidation). Conversely, the Raman
scattering intensity from SWCNTs is driven by resonance
eﬀects, with both oxidative and reductive doping causing a
decrease in Raman scattering intensity,283 due to the
progressive bleaching of the optical transitions, as noted
above.262 Additional peaks appear in the Raman spectra of
intercalated nanocarbons, at energies dependent on the
intercalants, for example, emergence of a Cz mode
146,284,285
for GICs at ca. 550 cm−1 and Breit−Wigner−Fano interference
peaks in group 1 intercalated SWCNT bundles.221
3.3.4. CCN Geometric Properties. The formation of
CCNs not only changes the electronic but also the geometric
properties versus the neutral species. As discussed previously
(section 3.1), the internanocarbon spacings (c axis spacing for
GICs, lattice constants of SWCNTs/fullerenes) increase upon
addition of a donor or acceptor, with the crystal system also
subject to change for the fullerenes. Additionally, the
intrananocarbon C−C bond lengths vary as a function of
charge; for example, graphene’s intralayer bonds increase in
length under both reduction and oxidation286 (Figure 18) with
a near linear charge-strain relationships for each (ca. 5% strain
per carbon charge during reduction, lower for oxidation286). A
similar, though not necessarily linear, trend has been calculated
for SWCNTs but not yet determined empirically.288 For
fullerenes, the nature of the geometric change upon reduction
is more complex (Figure 19); reduction leads to a decrease in
5:6 and increase in 6:6 bond lengths,289 with the extent of the
size change related to the magnitude of charge; in addition,
fullerides with a charge of 1−5 are all degenerate, leading to
Jahn−Teller distortions.164,171 Finally, the solubility of carbon
nanomaterials is dramatically increased upon charging, as
discussed later, both practically (section 3.4) and theoretically
(section 5).
3.4. CCN Solutions
While neutral fullerenes are soluble in several solvents
(comprehensive lists have been compiled115,116), reduction
to fulleride can further increase the solubility,40,68 and remove
any clustering/agglomeration, instead solely forming individ-
ualized species with a well-ordered solvation shell. The solvent
molecules in inner shells are well-ordered to maximize dipole-
fulleride interactions while preserving intrinsic solvent−solvent
interactions such as hydrogen-bonding motifs.293,294 Addition-
ally, previously insoluble endohedral fullerenes become
spontaneously soluble upon reduction to their respective
fulleride.295 The relative solubility of fullereniums versus
neutral fullerenes has not been reported to date; however,
fullerenium (and fulleride) synthesis is often performed with
fullerenes solvated before and after redox,171 implying that
solubility is at least equivalent to the initial fullerene dispersion.
Synthesized salts of the reduced CCNs can spontaneously
dissolve in polar aprotic solvents to form solutions of fulleride,
graphenide, or nanotubide296 (Figure 20). Unlike the kineti-
cally metastable LPE dispersions of nanotubes and graphenes,
these charged solutions are thermodynamically favorable
(section 5), illustrated by their spontaneous dissolution, and
consist of individualized species, as unambiguously illustrated
by neutron scattering for each of C60
5− in liquid ammo-
nia291,297 (Figure 21a), nanotubide in dimethylformamide292
(DMF, Figure 21, panels b and c), and graphenide in THF189
(Figure 21, panels d and e). The appropriate solvents are often
the same as those used for the LPE of pristine SWCNTs/
graphite298 such as DMF292 and dimethyl sulfoxide192
(DMSO), although questions have been raised about the
stability of DMSO with highly reduced CCNs; methylation of
the nanomaterial (while depleting charge) may contribute to
solubility, at least at high degrees of charging.299 Other aprotic,
polar solvents are expected to be suitable if they have similar
solubility parameters298 to the reduced carbon nanomaterial
and are stable at the relevant redox potentials (dependent on
degree of CCN charging). N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) is
particularly attractive as a solvent for nanotubides, as it can be
used as a common medium both to reduce the SWCNTs and
dissolve the formed nanotubide in a single step.143 The use of
an organic charge carrier/group 1 metal (e.g., sodium
naphthalide) DMAc solution is well established. However,
solid elemental sodium mixed with SWCNTs in DMAc is also
reported to yield direct, though kinetically slower, nanotubide
dissolution.300
Figure 18. DFT-derived energy band structure of (a) positively
charged (+0.20 e/atom), (b) neutral, and (c) negatively charged
(−0.05 e/atom) graphene, where excess electrons start to occupy the
surface states. Zero of energy is set to Fermi level. (d) DFT calculated
variation in lattice constant a of graphene as a function of charge.
Reproduced with permission from ref 286. Copyright 2011 AIP
Publishing.
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3.4.1. Charged SWCNT Solutions. The percentage of
charged SWCNTs that dissolve varies with several factors
including SWCNT type, total SWCNT loading (weight solid
SWCNT per volume solvent), total transferred charge, and
agitation. While some SWCNT types dissolve with (near)
100% yield in idealized charging conditions (e.g., HiPco
SWCNTs), other sources may contain intrinsically insoluble
components, such as cross-linked SWCNTs, macroscopic
networks of amorphous carbon, and highly entangled
SWCNTs. Regardless of SWCNT type, the yield may be
limited by saturation of SWCNTs in solution; the maximum
concentration is thought to depend on nanotube stiﬀness,
aspect ratio, and intrinsic SWCNT repulsion but typically
varies between 1 and 3 mg mL−1; above this concentration,
additional SWCNTs will not dissolve as an isotropic solution,
lowering the ﬁnal yield. Certain CCN systems facilitate
formation of liquid crystals (LC, section 5.3) with an
isotropic/LC transition concentration at similar concentrations
to the isotropic saturation limit of non-LC systems; however,
the LC concentrations still eventually saturate, with the ﬁnal
Figure 19. Distortion of C60
2− ion. (Top) To-scale C60
2− with white/
pink/red carbon atoms indicating greater than average/mean/below
average distances from the geometric center showing deviation from
the parent C60’s ideal spherical structure. (Bottom) Values of center-
carbon atom distances. Reproduced from ref 287. Copyright 1994
American Chemical Society.
Figure 20. Solutions of reduced CCNs. (a) Electrochemical
discharging of a fulleride derivative (orange, left) to fullerene (purple,
right), adapted with permission from C60 Colors, by Adrian Villalta,
licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0. (b) Gas phase intercalation of graphite
(i, left) to KC8 (i, right, and ii) and dissolution in THF (iii). Adapted
from ref 290. Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. (c)
Spontaneous dissolution of sodium nanotubide salt in DMSO over
time (i−vi). Adapted from ref 192. Copyright 2005 American
Chemical Society.
Figure 21. (a) Two-dimensional projection of the solvation of C60
5−
anion by ammonia showing the ensemble average relative density of
ammonia molecules around a reference fulleride. The C60
5− anion is
located in the white sphere at the origin. These “giant” solvation shells
double the eﬀective radius of the fulleride in solution. Reproduced
with permission from ref 291. Copyright 2004 American Chemical
Society. (b) Small angle neutron scattering pattern of nanotubide
(Na/ND3) showing regimes of individualized and meshed SWCNTs.
Reproduced from ref 292. Copyright 2012 American Chemical
Society. (c) Schematic and photographs of Birch reduction and
dissolution of SWCNTs, from left to right, Li/NH3, SWCNTs
reduced by Li/NH3, dissolved nanotubide in NH3, and nanotubide
solution in DMF. (d) Small-angle neutron scattering from 0.1 wt %
(red) and 0.01 wt % (blue) graphenide platelets in D8-THF solution.
(e) Scattering length density normal to the ab-plane of a single
charged graphene platelet. Reproduced from ref 189. Copyright 2012
American Chemical Society.
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limit varying strongly between CCN systems. The nanotubide
charge density inﬂuences the yield in a nonlinear manner.
Initially, increasing charge increases the yield of the
dissolution; however, at high metal stoichiometries (above
ca. C4M), the yield of dissolution decreases. The precise
stoichiometry for optimized systems varies between systems,
depending on purity (charge sequestration) and polyelec-
trolyte eﬀects, related to the characteristics of the SWCNTs,
the counterions, and solvent medium143,301 (section 5).
Although certain systems dissolve completely, spontaneously,
yields are maximized, or at least accelerated, by modest
agitation; simple slow stirring is usually suﬃcient. Particularly
long or entangled SWCNT samples may require extended or
more vigorous stirring,87 suﬃcient to break the longer, more
susceptible species. In the absence of agitation, partial
dissolution (for example, at lower degrees of charging) may
be selective due to both thermodynamic and kinetic eﬀects
(section 6).
3.4.2. GIC Dissolution. The dissolution of donor-GICs to
graphenide is possible with extended stirring;290 however, the
eﬃciency and resulting concentrations are notably lower than
for the nanotubide counterparts.135 GICs formed from small
graphene platelets or with large intercalants have smaller total
van der Waals interactions between adjacent graphene sheets
and can dissolve spontaneously to monolayers (ca. 200 nm
ﬂakes)303 or to predominantly (>95%) monolayer species at
higher yield with very brief and mild sonication.42,189
Cryomilling to reduce graphite aspect ratio has been shown
to improve solubility of the subsequent GIC.304 The best
spontaneous dissolution is typically obtained using a stage-1
GIC with maximum possible imbued charge; however, stage-2
and stage-3 GICs have been shown to facilitate bi- and trilayer
graphene exfoliation albeit with sonication.305 It is not yet fully
clear why graphenide is more challenging to disperse than
nanotubide; however, more eﬃcient packing of the carbon
layers may lead to a larger lattice energy for the salts. In
addition, the dimensionality will alter charge screening and
condensation (section 5). Larger graphite ﬂakes are statistically
more likely to contain interlayer bonds (section 2.4), which
may limit exfoliation. Lastly, diﬀusion paths for both solvent
and counterions are much greater for graphite than for bundled
SWCNTs and may be further constrained by Daumas-Heŕold
boundaries135 and scroll edges. The addition of crown ether
chelate countercations306 or substitution of larger counter-
ions307 leads to improved dispersibility and concentration of
graphenide: it is currently unclear whether the increased
eﬀective counterion size of solvent-coordinated cations found
in solvated-reductant-derived GICs has a similar eﬀect.
Addition of donor-GICs to water can lead to recovery of
monolayer fragments of graphene;232 this exfoliation has been
attributed to the explosive release of hydrogen gas formed
between the layers, leading to high shear forces separating the
layers; the recovered material is typically found to be highly
defective with reduced aspect ratios, due to the aggressive
mechanical process and the opportunities for functionalization
(section 4.4). A gentler interaction with water leading to
association with hydroxide ions is discussed later (section 3.5)
Dissolution of the acceptor-GICs and nanotubium is less
studied than their reduced counterparts as the shift in Fermi
level is typically of a lower magnitude,228 due to the available
stability windows (section 3.2.2).231 The only known routes to
individual graphenium ions are through sonication of
presynthesized acceptor GICs (Figure 22)302,304 or stirring of
GICs formed from heavily milled, low aspect ratio graphites.304
Even in these cases, the use of strong acids as intercalants
makes it unclear whether exfoliation can be attributed to
charge transfer to form graphenium ions or associative
protonation as established directly with superacids.
3.5. Associative Ion Charging
An alternative route to positively charged carbon nanotubes
and graphenes is via associative protonation with superacids,310
adopting systems designed for polyaramid processing. Rather
than removal of electrons from the delocalized π system, the
superacid route involves coating the nanomaterial with
associated protons to imbue a positively charged shell308,311
(Figure 23). To accomplish the synthesis, the raw nanoma-
terial (SWCNTs or graphite) is added to the superacid,
typically oleum or chlorosulfonic acid, and a solution of the
protonated nanomaterial forms spontaneously. The (per-
carbon) degree of positive charge may be tuned by using
mixtures of superacids, with varying strength (oxidation
potential) and quantiﬁed through monitoring shift in the
Raman spectrum’s G mode (section 3.3.3), with a maximum
charge of HC12.7 observed for (puriﬁed HiPco) SWCNTs
312
dissolved in pure HClSO3. Isotropic individualized nanotube
solutions up to 0.5 wt % are possible,311 although the
maximum concentration of this isotropic phase is heavily
dependent on the nanotube aspect ratio; higher concentrations
of SWCNTs in superacid give nematic phases as discussed later
(section 5.3). The isotropic phase concentration may be
increased through functionalization of the SWCNT side-
wall;313 however, access to nematic phases is lost.
Small graphite ﬂakes can be dissolved in superacids, but
larger bulk graphite may be left unexfoliated.311 The yield of
this dissolution is dependent on both acid strength and
graphite source, likely for similar reasons to those discussed for
reductive dissolution (section 3.4). Once the inherently
insoluble fraction of the graphitic material has been removed,
the remaining ﬂakes can be recovered and redissolved as
individual ﬂakes at high concentrations facilitating the
formation of liquid crystals. Similarly to SWCNTs, function-
alization may be used to increase solubility in the isotropic
phase.314
Fullerenes degrade in the presence of traditional superacids,
including chlorosulfonic acid, although alkyl fullerols RC60OH
can be dehydroxylated with triﬂic acid to form the RC60
+
cation.315 However, the parent HC60
+ cation can be created
using the hexahalocarboranes (HCB11H6X6) leading to a
localized hydrogen on the C60 which can be removed by the
presence of water or base to recover the undamaged
fullerene.225 In the cases of superacid-treated graphene141
Figure 22. Sonication exfoliation of acceptor-GIC. Reproduced with
permission from ref 302. Copyright 2017 Elsevier.
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and nanotubes,310 the protons are claimed to be delocalized
and reversibly removed by water, as discussed further in
section 4.4.
Analogously, an associative anion system has been
developed recently, to provide stable aqueous dispersions of
graphene with a shell of associated hydroxides. These solutions
are formed by air-discharging a graphenide/THF solution
before immediate addition to degassed water (Figure 24).316
The direct addition of graphenide to water would be expected
to damage the graphitic structure signiﬁcantly; air discharge
minimizes this eﬀect though some functionalization may still
occur (section 4.4). The system allows solubility to be
maintained through adsorbed hydroxide anions generated
from water reduction, forming a negatively charged layer on
the graphene;309 through evaporation of the THF, aqueous
solutions of graphene can be obtained, and with mild
centrifugation, predominantly monolayer graphene solutions
may be formed.317 Recently, the same group has reported
similar associative hydroxylation of SWCNTs. Unlike the
superacid associate protonation, the associative hydroxylation
does not exfoliate a raw, neutral feedstock. Although routes to
directly produce hydroxyl-associated species directly from
graphite in a milder manner are under study,318 the degree of
exfoliation appears to be poor, so far.
4. REACTIVITY OF CCNS
4.1. Reactivity of Neutral Nanocarbons
Covalent functionalization of carbon nanomaterials is a vital
tool for tuning their behavior, including their solubility,
chemical compatibility, and electronic properties. Noncovalent
interactions, such as π−π stacking of CNT/pyrene, are
sometimes also described as functionalizations; however,
while these interactions are undoubtedly useful in many
contexts (and have been reviewed previously319,320), here
functionalization will only be used to describe the covalent
attachment of an external moiety. Functionalization of
(uncharged) fullerenes,321,322 SWCNTs,323,324 and gra-
phene325,326 have each been extensively reviewed previously.
The most common types of functionalization rely on heavy
oxidation to introduce polar groups, usually through the
formation of sp3 or edge-type defects. For graphite, oxidation
may lead to formation of GO, often synthesized through the
Hummers’ method327 (KMnO4, NaNO2, and H2SO4), which
provides basal plane hydroxyls and 1,2-epoxides and edge
epoxidation/carboxylation.328 For SWCNTs, oxidation can be
performed using air, oxygen plasma, or oxidizing acids (most
commonly HNO3), generally to form carboxylic acids among
other oxygen-containing species. The acidic route is partic-
ularly prevalent for SWCNTs as the conditions also facilitate
simultaneous removal of catalyst impurities.329 The introduced
oxygen-containing functional groups can be utilized as an
anchor for new, desired functionalities through traditional
organic chemical reactions (typically esteriﬁcation/amidiﬁca-
tion323). However, all these chemical oxidations intrinsically
involve extensive damage to the framework, involving etching
of carbon to form vacancies199 which are signiﬁcantly more
detrimental to electronic78 and mechanical37 properties than
simple sp3 defects and cannot be repaired through anneal-
ing.199 Fullerenes are more reactive, and hence oxidation is
Figure 23. (a) Schematic of solvation shell around SWCNTs in
oleum. Reproduced with permission from ref 308. Copyright 2005
The American Physical Society. (b) TEM of graphene monolayer
from HClSO4 dissolution on CNT mesh (top) and digital
photographs of graphite stirred in varying concentrations of
chlorosulfonic acid (bottom). Reproduced with permission from ref
141. Copyright 2010 Springer Nature.
Figure 24. Aqueous associative hydroxide dispersed graphene. (a)
Schematic of solution formation, (b) photographs of THF graphene
solution after addition of nondegassed (precipitated graphite) and
degassed water (aqueous graphene solution), and (c) AFM with
height proﬁle of monolayer graphene deposited from aqueous
associative hydroxide dispersed graphene solution. Adapted with
permission from ref 309. Copyright 2017 Springer Nature.
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possible under milder conditions, with (unwanted) epoxida-
tion occurring in the ambient environment (section 2.4); the
application of strongly oxidizing acids tends to destroy C60,
although oleum can be used to hydroxylate fullerene via
sulfonation.330 The high curvature SWCNT end-caps are
similarly susceptible to oxidation and are removed preferen-
tially in oxidizing conditions to create “opened” structures. As
an alternative to oxidation, the low reactivity sp2 framework of
nanotubes and graphenes can be directly attacked by unstable,
short-lived reagents such as carbenes, nitrenes, or ylides.323,331
These reagents require predispersion of the nanomaterial
through potentially damaging ultrasonication to prevent
reactions occurring predominantly on bundle/stack exteri-
ors.314,332 Related reactions are commonly performed on
fullerenes, with their higher curvature and strain increasing
reactivity toward radicals. In these molecular systems, the
complex variety of substitution patterns can be separated
chromatographically. In the other nanocarbons, the locus of
functionalization is largely unexplored. In situations where the
added reagent has a reduction potential below that of the
Fermi level of the uncharged nanocarbon, the neutral
nanomaterial is capable of directly acting as a reductant.333
4.2. Reductive Functionalization
The reactivities of the fullerene ions are dictated by their
molecular orbital chemistries, in sharp contrast to the eDOS-
driven properties of SWCNTs/graphene ions which are the
focus for this section. The chemistries of the fullerene ions
have been covered comprehensively by Reed et al.,171 but in
short, fullerides are noted for their exceptional Lewis basicity
with reactivity trending strongly with the magnitude of the
charge. Reactions typically proceed via SET followed by a
radical functionalization owing to the highly delocalized nature
of the electrons in the fulleride, while functionalized fullerides
(having lower symmetry and more localized charge) tend to
act nucleophilically.343 Conversely, although the reactivity of
fullerenium ions depends strongly on the medium, in general
they are strong electrophiles/oxidants, particularly eﬃcient at
Diels−Alder reactions.171,344 For both fullerenium and full-
eride, the extent of reactivity depends on the extent of charging
(as for graphenide/nanotubide); for example, iodobenzene345
reacts only with C60
3− and higher charges and will not react
with the mono/bireduced fullerene.
As an alternative route to nanocarbon functionalization, the
charge of CCNs can enable reactions of the dissolved species
at ambient temperatures and pressures with minimal damage
to the sp2 framework. Reductive functionalization reactions are
usually conducted at room temperature [although reactions in
liquid ammonia (<−34 °C) are also well-established], typically
through stirring of the reduced CCN solution with the reagent,
or solution thereof, which contains a reactive functional group
(Figure 25). Functionalization of a nanocarbon electrode
during electrochemical charging is also well-established and
can facilitate high grafting densities as depleted charge is
restored throughout the reaction.346
The most common reagents are organohalides;186,314,334
however, the reaction can be performed with peroxides,335
disulﬁdes,336 acyl chlorides,347 N-halosuccinimides,335 diazo-
nium salts,187 chloroalkylsilanes,194,337 epoxides,338 elemental
bromine,341 diazonium salts,186 haloformates,197 ketones with
α-electron-withdrawing groups,347 and iodinium salts.348 The
reagents used should be anhydrous and degassed to prevent
unnecessary discharge and damage (section 4.4).349 Since
reagents with labile protons (notably hydroxyls182) will lead to
protonation, they should generally be avoided, although
Figure 25. A nonexhaustive selection of reactions of reduced SWCNTs with (a) alkyl/aryl halides*,301,334 (b) peroxides*,314,335 (c) disulﬁdes,336
(d) acyl chlorides,199 (e) N-halosuccinimides,335 (f) chloroalkylsilanes*,194,337 (g) epoxides,338 (h) vinyl monomers*,339,340 (i) oxygen*,151,182 (j)
carbon dioxide,199 (k) DMSO,299 and (l) bromine.*341,342 (*) These reactions have also been demonstrated for graphenide.
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reagents containing both labile protons and reactive functional
groups will lead to some organic functionalization.335 Highly
charged CCNs can react even with inert molecules; for
example, carbon dioxide is reported to react with both
nanotubide199 and electrochemically expanded donor
GICs.350 Although the degree of grafting is generally low,
without repetition, due to the stability of CO2, the approach
provides an appealing route to carboxylic acid functionalities,
accessing chemistries developed for acid-oxidized SWCNT and
graphene oxide, without the need to etch carbons from the
CCN framework. In general, CCN functionalization is
accompanied by precipitation of the nanocarbon, as the charge
is removed (section 4.4) over several hours. The reactions are
most commonly monitored through statistical Raman spec-
troscopy (increase in the D/G mode ratio) and thermogravi-
metric analysis (TGA), ideally coupled with mass spectrosco-
py. In Raman spectroscopy, quantiﬁcation is challenging, but
models are available to estimate degree of functionaliza-
tion,351,352 defect type,353,354 and extent of exfoliation.317,355 In
TGA, care is needed to ensure that any weight losses related to
the reaction conditions356 (reagent/solvent adsorption, reagent
ashing, functionalization from uncontrolled discharging, etc.)
are not misattributed to functionalization.
Reductive functionalization on CCN solutions oﬀers a
signiﬁcant advantage over reactions performed on LPE
exfoliated nanocarbons, as the entire surface is accessible
(Figure 26), unlike bundled/stacked or surfactant-coated
nanomaterials, in principle leading to higher degree and
homogeneity. However, the degree of functionalization is
inherently limited by the quantity of charge within the system
(vide infra), as well as the reactivity of the reagent. When the
degree of functionalization is constrained by accessible surface
(e.g., grafting with presynthesized polymers) (Figure 27),
reductive functionalization methodologies give higher polymer
loadings than classic nonreductive approaches.356
Oxidative functionalization of nanotubium has been
demonstrated228 by reacting the oxidative CCN with amino-
functionalized silicon surfaces to pin the nanotube onto the
surface, and oxidative potentiostatic functionalization is also
known.357 Mildly (electrochemically) oxidized exfoliated
graphite has been shown to react with diazonium salts more
rapidly during exfoliation than for pre-exfoliated graphene.358
However, the reaction relies on charge transfer from
nanocarbon to organic reagent (similar to reductive CCN
functionalization, section 4.3), so further increasing the
magnitude of oxidative charge may be expected to decrease
the reactivity. The development of the chemistry of oxidative
CCNs remains an open topic; successful reagents are likely to
require loss of a stable cationic leaving group and may have to
act as a nucleophile in their initial state. Associatively
protonated carbon nanomaterials may be functionalized via
diazonium chemistries akin to neutral nanomaterials;332
however, the number of chemicals available for functionaliza-
tion is inherently limited, as many materials are destroyed by
the superacids used for CCN associative protonation.332
4.3. Mechanism of Reductive Functionalization
The functionalization reactions of all the reductive CCNs are
currently attributed to a SET mechanism343,359,361 (Figure 28)
analogous to the reductive functionalization of reduced
molecular polyaromatics;362 in the key step, a reagent, typically
an organohalide, accepts an electron from the doped
conduction band of the carbon nanomaterial. The so-formed
radical anion decomposes to form a neutral radical and an
anionic leaving group.359 Some fraction of the radicals may
self-terminate to generate dimers of the intended grafting
moiety, as a side product.334,361 However, the radical moiety is
predominantly grafted onto the carbon nanomaterial by
attacking a double bond in the sp2 framework forming an sp3
site, through the same mechanism as diazonium/azide
functionalizations, as proposed by Schmidt et al.363 In
accordance with one view, this transfer generates a new
SWCNT-bound radical, subsequently capable of transferring to
another reagent molecule to form a new organoradical, thus
representing propagation step. However, the nature/reactivity
of nanotube-bound radicals remains unclear.364 For example,
no nanotube radical cross-linking termination is reported,
despite such reactions being reported through other SWCNTs
radical routes.365 The delocalized conduction band in CCNs
may limit conventional localized radical propagation steps,
representing an alternative termination.
The SET mechanism implies that the CCN Fermi level (a
function of unutilized charge) must be suﬃciently high to
reduce the added grafting agent.151 As the concentration of
electrons in the CCN conduction band diminishes with
grafting, the Fermi level drops until it is equal to the reduction
potential of the reagent. Hence, by selecting reagents with less
negative reduction potentials, the degree of functionalization
can be improved, for example, the grafting ratios from alkyl
halide functionalization following the trend of increasing with
Figure 26. AFM and Raman spectra of the reductive exfoliation and
functionalization of graphite. (a) GIC, (b) exfoliated monolayer
graphenide, and (c and d) mildly and heavily functionalized graphene,
respectively, after reaction with 4-tert-butylbenzenediazonium tetra-
ﬂuoroborate. Adapted with permission from ref 187. Copyright 2011
Springer Nature.
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increasing halide size143 and thus decreasing reduction
potential.366 As the reduction potential of the functionalizing
species is typically higher than the Fermi level of the neutral
nanomaterial, there is typically residual charge remaining on
the nanocarbon after functionalization. By subsequently adding
a second reactive species with a lower reduction potential, the
residual charge can be used to initiate a second reductive
functionalization (Figure 29).182 This residual charge does not
occur for fullerides, as the ﬁrst functionalization forms a
functionalized fulleride (RC60
n−) which is typically more
reactive than the more highly charged parent fulleride
(C60
(n+1)−); since functionalized fullerides have lower symme-
try and more localized charges, they act as strong nucleophiles
which react preferentially until the charge is exhausted.343
Some reagents with particularly high reduction potentials are
known to react with nanotubide,87,143,367,368 most notably alkyl
chlorides (ca. −2.8 to −3.1 V vs SHE,369 greater than sodium,
−2.71 V), which are unlikely to undergo direct reduction from
the CCN, indicating that the current understanding of the
grafting mechanism is incomplete.
The dimensionality of the nanocarbon inﬂuences the degree
of functionalization; the higher curvature of 1d SWCNTs
versus the 2d nanocarbons leads to higher levels of
functionalization;370 smaller diameter, more highly strained
nanotubides also show greater reactivity.371 The degree of
exfoliation and hence assessable surface area is also important,
as illustrated by the relatively low degrees of functionalization
of GICs372 compared to graphenide.186
In addition to these electronic eﬀects, steric interactions can
aﬀect the degree of functionalization; more hindered
functionalities lead to lower grafting densities.373 Even for
linear reagents, the grafting ratio depends on length down to
very short alkyl chains.143 However, the locus of functionaliza-
tion is not well-understood, and local interactions may well
inﬂuence the overall degree of grafting. Deng et al.360 proposed
that during reductive functionalization, grafting is more
favorable near a pre-existing sp3 site (e.g., defects and previous
grafting sites), which can cause banding as functionalization
proceeds (Figure 30). Interestingly, this propagation mecha-
nism mirrors that of ﬂuorination occurring adjacent to
previously formed sp3 sites of both graphene374 and nano-
tubes.375 However, their density functional theory (DFT)
calculations indicated that charge localization is only signiﬁcant
for carbons ortho to the sp3 site, which are easily sterically
Figure 27. (a and b) TEM and (c) scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) of poly(methyl methacrylate) grafted SWCNTs from
nanotubide-initiated polymerization. Reproduced from ref 340.
Copyright 2006 American Chemical Society.
Figure 28. Reaction SET reductive functionalization mechanism
(extended from the original suggestion by Voiry et al.359). (a) SET
from nanotubide to reagent RX, (b) decomposition of RX radical
anion to R radical and X anion, (c) propagation step of SWCNT
attacking R radical leaving nanotube R-CNT radical, (d) propagation
step of R-CNT radical attacking R-Br to reform R radical, (e)
termination via R dimer formation, and (f) termination through
CNT-R and R radicals combination.
Figure 29. Scheme (top) and illustrative eDOS (bottom) of residual
charge mechanism of SWCNT reductive functionalization. From left
to right, reduction of SWCNT to nanotubide (1), functionalization to
residually charged functionalized nanotubide (2), and ﬁnal discharg-
ing in atmospheric conditions to give functionalized and hydroxy-
lated/protonated SWCNT (3). Reproduced from ref 182. Copyright
2013 American Chemical Society.
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blocked by even small species, preventing the preferential
grafting. Similar trends have been observed during hydro-
genation of negatively charged FLGs,136 with preferential
grafting alpha to the pre-existing defects/edges; however
single-layer graphene showed homogeneous coverage.
Larger species, especially polymers, cannot attach closely on
the carbon framework due to the large steric bulk of the
backbone; the intergrafting distances have been modeled on de
Gennes’ theory of polymers adhered to surfaces.376 Here, well-
spaced polymers coil into a “mushroom” conformation, while
more densely grafted polymers have to behave in a “brush”
manner, extending away from the surface. The transition
between the two states occurs when the locus of functionaliza-
tion is closer than the (molecular weight dependent) solvated
radius of the mushroom state. In a so-called “graft-to” reaction,
where presynthesized polymer molecules are attached
iteratively onto the graphenide/nanotubide surface (which
may be modeled as random sequential adsorptions), the
exclusion of adjacent grafting sites favors the mushroom
regime. Conversely, in a “graft-from” reaction, the monomer is
added to the end of the growing polymer chains in situ;
grafting density then depends on the number of initiation sites
on the carbon nanomaterial, which may be suﬃciently high
(and thus close) to form “brush” polymers.339 CCNs can
initiate anionic graft-from polymerizations directly from the
nanocarbon surface without the need to introduce speciﬁc
initiating groups ﬁrst. The choice of monomer however is
restricted, as for traditional anionic polymerizations, by the
need to avoid side reactions and stabilize the negative charge
on the growing chain; vinyl194,340,377 and epoxide338,378
monomers have been used eﬀectively. The polymerizations
of vinyl groups (the most studied CCN-initiated graft-from
reaction) have been shown to be a living polymerization,
allowing block copolymers to be synthesized in situ.379 These
graft-from functionalized nanocarbons show contrasting
properties compared to graft-to approaches, prepared by
attaching monoterminated presynthesized polymers to the
CCN. The graft-from approach has been shown to produce
higher grafting ratios and higher solubilities for graphenides.339
4.4. Discharging CCNs
In many cases, CCNs must be returned to the neutral state for
applications in ambient conditions and/or that require the
electronic properties of the undoped nanocarbon. Ideal, simple
discharging removes the reactive charges while preserving the
nanocarbon framework and the associated properties, un-
damaged; discharging also occurs during deliberate (section
4.2) or inadvertent (vide infra) functionalization. Following
deliberate functionalization of nanotubide and graphenide,
further residual charge typically remains to be removed
(section 4.3). In all cases, SWCNT and graphenide solutions
typically begin to reaggregate upon discharging.63 Most
commonly, CCNs are discharged by exposure to ambient
conditions, although a number of other strategies have been
explored. Reactions with ambient water may evolve hydrogen,
producing alkali metal hydroxide as a byproduct,151 which is
easily removed by washing. Similarly, the fullerides and
fullereniums discharge upon exposure to oxygen, with the
residual charge(s) electronically oxidized/reduced returning
the neutral, undamaged fullerene.381,382 The singly charged
C60
− may discharge slowly in the presence of oxygen, with the
kinetics dependent on the counterion and solvent383 (notably,
trace water catalyzes discharge) and, consequently, pseudo-
stable C60
− solutions may be created by adding additional
reducing agent as a buﬀer.171 Interestingly, C60
− is stable in the
presence of (deoxygenated) water, as its basicity is low,
although higher charged fullerenes will protonate and
discharge completely as the single charge on the intermediate
HnC60
− is suﬃciently nucleophilic for water reactivity, as
discussed previously (section 4.3).
In the majority of studies, CCNs discharged in ambient
atmosphere/pure oxygen are found to have excellent proper-
ties, with negligible or only minor damage reported, as judged
by Raman spectroscopy122,143 and X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy.196 However, it has long been known that charged
nanocarbons, particularly GICs, can be hydrogenated in the
presence of protic reagents, particularly at defect sites.
However, the GICs have chemistry more similar to the
group 1 metals than reduced molecular polyaromatics (e.g.,
naphthalide), with addition of water, alcohols, or ammonia
leading to hydrogen evolution, while the polyaromatics anions
are hydroxylated.136,384 More recently, there is evidence that
exposure of highly charged graphenide or nanotubide to air can
introduce a proportion of oxygen-containing functional
groups;182,309,316 one proposed mechanism proceeds via a
superoxide intermediate (Figure 31). Since the eﬀect is not
consistently identiﬁed, the extent of functionalization may
depend on a variety of factors, including discharging
conditions, degree of charging (redox potential), and/or initial
defect concentration. For more controlled CCN discharge, re-
oxidation can be performed via the addition of a chemical with
a redox potential below the oxygen reduction potential, which
does not degrade to nanocarbon-reactive species upon
reduction, such as iodine,380 benzyl nitriles,385 and C60
(which produces easily discharged fullerides380). These
approaches remove excess charge to produce stable products
that can easily be washed from the sample, minimizing possible
functionalization reactions. This pure reoxidation of the
anionic CCNs relates to their use as reducing agents; in
Figure 30. (a) Schematic illustration of reaction propagation initiated
at sp3 defect centers that propagate along tubular direction creating
sp3 bands of functional groups. (b) SEM of functionalized SWCNTs
showing functionalized bands as bright regions along the SWCNT
and (c) SEM of pristine SWCNTs. Adapted with permission from ref
360. Copyright 2011 Springer Nature.
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particular, the stage-1 GIC KC8 has long been used in organic
chemistry386 and is commonly used to this day.387−389
The reduction potential of the GIC can be tuned through its
metal/carbon stoichiometry,151 although the most highly
reducing KC8 product is most commonly applied. The
continuously variable redox characteristics of nanotubides
and graphenides have been more recently exploited to reduce
organometallic complexes and metal salts to metallic nano-
particles; the added charge shifts the position of the
nanocarbon in the electrochemical series (Figure 32), allowing
it to reduce a wider range of metallic precursors. Conversely,
the yield of metal nanoparticles can be used to estimate the
eﬀective redox potential of the CCN.390,391 The fullerides oﬀer
a more conventional redox chemistry based on their molecular
orbitals and discrete localized reaction sites. Hence, the
reaction of alkyl-fulleride with certain organometallic com-
plexes may form covalent metal-fullerene bonds rather than
crystalline metallic nanoparticles.392 Analogous covalent bonds
between metal atoms and the basal plane of SWCNTs or
graphene have not yet been identiﬁed. The more conventional
coordination of metal atoms at oxygen-containing defects is
well-established, and recently, covalent metal−graphene edge
bonds have been demonstrated,393 although neither approach
requires a CCN precursor.
Residual charge may also be removed potentiostatically, as
illustrated by the stable cyclic voltammetry of CCNs, allowing
the Fermi level to be set to any potential including the
undoped state; potentiostatic discharging in this manner has
been demonstrated for all formally charged CCNs: graphe-
nide,42 nanotubide,63 nanotubium,228 fulleride,40 and full-
erenium.40
Superacid dispersed nanocarbons can be discharged through
the addition of water by dilution of the associated protons.
While it is claimed that the removal of these protons does not
damage the sp2 structure of the nanomaterial,310 residual
doping eﬀects remain,394 implying that the underlying
structure has been altered, possibly due to oxidation as seen
for fullerenes,225 or that some superacid remains.
5. BEHAVIOR OF CCN SOLUTIONS
5.1. Polyelectrolyte Theory
One approach to modeling solubility of (the nonfullerene)
CCNs, particularly nanotubide, is through an adaption of
DLVO (Derjaguin−Landau−Verwey−Overbeek) colloid
theory.395 In this model, colloids avoid agglomeration due to
van der Waals attractions through formation of a classic Stern
electrical double layer against the inherently charged colloid
surface (Figure 33). The double layer consists of counterions
(as point charges) in a surface-bound Helmholtz layer and a
diﬀuse Gouy−Chapman layer, causing a charge ﬁeld which
dissipates at increasing distances from the colloid due to
Figure 31. Possible routes to functionalization during the discharging
of nanotubide in air proposed by Hof et al.182 (a) Protonation of
nanotubide with protic solvent, (b) reaction of nanotubide with
oxygen to form reactive superoxide, (c) generation of peroxide from
superoxide in the presence of water, and (d) hydroxylation of
nanotubes from superoxide-functionalized SWCNTs.
Figure 32. Band structure of graphene with energies of redox couples
of materials which can act as discharging agents. Reproduced with
permission from ref 380. Copyright 2017 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
Figure 33. A Schematic representation of Oosawa-Manning two-state
model of (a) rigid rods and (b) platelets.
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screening from the increasing volume of electrolyte. For an
independent species in solution, the distance required to
screen the surface charge is characterized by the Debye length
(eq 1), which is inversely related to the ionic strength (eq 2) of
the electrolyte. When the ﬁelds of two colloids in solution
overlap (i.e., distance < 2λD for identical colloids), they
electrostatically repel. DVLO theory combines the electrostatic
repulsion with the (geometrically dependent) van der Waals
attraction to calculate the net interaction between the two
particles in solution.
Debye length (λD), solvent dielectric constant (εr), permittivity
of free space (ε0), Boltzmann constant (kB), absolute
temperature (T), Avogadro’s constant (NA), elementary
charge (e), and electrolyte ionic strength (I).
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Ionic strength (I), concentration of ionic species i (ci), and
charge of ionic species i (zi). For a monocharged electrolyte
solution, ionic strength is equal to the salt concentration (in
molecules/m3).
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The model can be expanded by incorporating polyelectrolyte
counterion condensation as modeled by Ooawa-Manning
(OM) theory.396 When the colloid in question is a
polyelectrolyte (polymeric species with regular ionic functional
groups along the backbone) and is placed in a solvent, it
dissociates into a polyion and solvated counterions: the charge
on the polyion after dissociation replaces the electrical
potential diﬀerence from colloid/electrolyte interactions of
DVLO theory. If the charge on the backbone is too
concentrated, counterions from the electrolyte condense into
the Helmholtz layer of the polyelectrolyte to decrease
electrostatic repulsions. Such counterion condensation will
occur until the distances between unscreened charges (lcharge)
on the polyion decreases to match the separation of two like-
charges in the solvent from purely thermal eﬀects: the so-called
Bjerrum length (eq 3). The Bjerrum length can be decreased
by increasing temperature or selecting a solvent with a higher
dielectric constant. The polyion here is modeled as inﬁnitely
thin and linear, with lcharge equal to the charges per chain
divided by the chain length. Even though charges are physically
localized in polyelectrolytes to their dissociated ionic func-
tional groups, charges are modeled as evenly dispersed along
the polyion.397
Bjerrum length (lB), elementary charge (e), solvent dielectric
constant (εr), permittivity of free space (ε0), Boltzmann
constant (kB), and absolute temperature (T).
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5.2. Polyelectrolyte Theory for CCNs
The application of DLVO/OM theory to CCNs and their
solutions was pioneered by Peńicaud, originally postulated
alongside the ﬁrst spontaneous dissolution of nanotubide,192
with a formal model398 and application to graphenide290
demonstrated later. When using these models, the diﬀerences
between classic polyelectrolytes and CCNs must be consid-
ered.
The one-dimensional character of SWCNTs allows them to
be considered as (semi)rigid polyelectrolytes; however, the
charge is delocalised over a π cloud, rather than localized on
speciﬁc groups. The delocalization gives a physical basis for the
continuum of possible lcharge values proposed in OM theory,
allowing counterions to condense at any location along the
surface. However, SWCNTs/graphenes do not act as inﬁnitely
thin chains (diameter eﬀects are known to be signiﬁcant for
nanotubide dissolution64,400) and can instead be treated as
surfaces with uniform charge density.192 Acid-oxidized and
some other functionalized nanocarbons, including GO, do
have charges limited to dissociating functional groups, more
directly akin to classic polyelectrolytes.401
As a CCN is charged, one electron is added with each added
counterion, increasing charge density; eventually as the average
backbone charge spacing become closer than the Bjerrum
length, screening occurs by condensation. At higher charging
ratios, with increasing charge condensation, additional charge
increases the ionic strength of the electrolyte, decreasing the
Debye length without increasing Coulombic repulsion between
the CCNs, leading to agglomeration and precipitation
(“salting-out”). This tendency is likely to depend on the
eﬀective “lattice energy” of the agglomerated form and hence
to be increased for purer, more homogeneous samples, which
can pack more eﬃciently. Due to this eﬀect, in high charging
regimes, increasing the charge does not increase solubility,
instead ﬁrst causing plateau and eventually a decrease in CCN
concentration398 (Figure 34). The same precipitation can be
induced by adding a separate salt to increase ionic strength
without altering CCN charge.
A similar dependence on metal stoichiometry can be
observed during reductive functionalization of graphenide301
and nanotubide;143,402 during the reaction, charge is depleted,
gradually decreasing the electrostatic repulsion of the nano-
materials. Once insuﬃcient to overcome the van der Waals
attractive forces, nanomaterials will begin to aggregate, limiting
subsequent functionalization to the exterior of the agglomerate.
High degrees of charging increase counterion concentration
(which remains constant throughout the reaction) and
accelerate the aggregation; however, using a low degree of
charge limits both the dissolution and reactive charge available,
Figure 34. Solubility of nanotubide versus charge ratio (black squares
experimental data and red line polyelectrolyte model). Adapted with
permission from ref 398. Copyright 2011 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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also reducing the degree of functionalization (section 4.2).
Thus, an intermediate stoichiometry is required to balance
suﬃcient charge and excessive salting out. Much of the early
literature used very high concentrations of alkali metal,
assuming that excess charge would be beneﬁcial; however,
these compositions lie far beyond the optimum stoichiometry.
When optimizing grafting conditions, subsequent work focused
on the metal (or charge) to carbon ratio;348,359,403 however,
since the salting out is driven by the counterions, their
concentration should be the controlling parameter. A
consistent intermediate absolute counterion concentra-
tion143,301 (12.5 mM for Na with SWCNTs, 25 mM for Na
with GICs) was found to optimize the grafting ratio at all
nanocarbon concentrations. Although the underlying theory
requires further study, the diﬀerent optimums can be
tentatively assigned to geometric eﬀects, both in terms of
dimensionality and the access to either one or two surfaces. As
more highly charged CCNs still facilitate higher degrees of
functionalization, the total degree of grafting may be increased
by raising the charge stoichiometry while increasing dilution.
There is debate over the thermodynamic driving force for
the spontaneous dissolution of nanotubide. Voiry et al.398
proposed that the systems are driven entropically by
counterion solvation, balanced by OM condensation, over-
coming the energy cost of forming enthalpically unfavorable
solvent-nanotubide interactions. This hypothesis attributes the
observed preferential dissolution of wider diameter SWCNTs
at low charge ratios to the increased external area of the
SWCNTs; other groups have attributed this phenomenon to
electronic eﬀects (section 6.1). It is likely that the speciﬁc free
energies will vary between CCN salts (as they do for classic
simple ionic salts404 and polyelectrolytes405), and both
enthalpically and entropically driven dissolution may be
possible in diﬀering systems; further work is needed to
elucidate the underlying physical chemistry.
DVLO and OM theories model counterions as point charges
which, while usually appropriate for atomic metal cations, fail
to address the steric eﬀects of bulky counterions (Figure 35)
which can have a signiﬁcant role on the system. Chelated
counterions (often with crown ethers for group 1 metal) are
sterically hindered from condensation to the Helmholtz
layer.406 By forcing counterions into the diﬀuse layer (and
likely by reducing lattice enthalpy of the corresponding CCN
salt), the stability of the dissociated, dissolved salt is favored,
allowing higher concentration solutions to be formed with
higher net surface charge. A similar eﬀect is seen for both
donor-399,407 and acceptor-type307,408 GICs, with expansion
from coating/chelating the intercalated counterions increasing
the separation between the layers and facilitating exfoliation.
The validity of DVLO and OM theories to describe
nanoparticle (as opposed to micron scale particle) dispersions
has recently been called into question.409 In particular, it has
been noted that local solvent ordering eﬀects become
increasingly important for smaller particle dimensions, for
which CCNs are limiting examples in 0, 1, and 2 dimensions.
Most importantly, in this regime, the solvent can no longer be
considered as a uniform density continuum described by a
single dielectric constant. For example, the arrangement of the
solvating ammonia molecules around fullerides has been
measured, in detail, using advanced neutron scattering
methods.291,297 Notably, the solvent shells were found to be
up to four times the density of the bulk solvent; similarly,
dense solvation shells have been measured for a range of other
nanoparticles in diﬀerent solvents.410 Furthermore, for the
fulleride dispersions, the polar moment of the solvating
ammonia molecules did not point toward the C60 anions,
rather tangentially with only one H atom per ammonia
molecule directed to the fullerides.291,297 This counterintuitive
arrangement enables the ammonia molecules within the
solvation shells to maintain the hydrogen-bonding arrange-
ment found in bulk ammonia.411 Thus, the factors associated
with the local solvent ordering, including steric eﬀects,
hydrogen bonding, and charge-screening have been shown to
be intrinsically interlinked. These observations question the
eﬀectiveness of additive models, such as DVLO and OM for
understanding CCN solutions, which perhaps are more
analogous to solutions of simple salts, for which dissolution
is driven by a free energy gain upon solvation/solvent ordering.
In such a molecular model, at the highest degrees of charging,
the free energy associated with forming the CCN salt lattice
becomes greater than the free energy gain upon dissolution,
leading to the observed loss of CCN solubility.64
5.3. Liquid Crystals
Due to the high aspect ratios of both SWCNTs and graphene,
suﬃciently high concentrations, in principle, allow the
formation of lyotropic (solvent-based) liquid crystal (LC)
phases.413 While some functionalized fullerenes can form high
aspect ratio aggregates and subsequently LC meso-
phases,414,415 spherically symmetric fullerenes do not shown
this behavior. Under suitable conditions, anisotropic solutes
can form ordered, orientated domains which remain capable of
ﬂow (unlike a gel). LC phases provide an attractive route to
improve the alignment and packing of nanomaterials, in order
to exploit anisotropic properties eﬀectively. LCs of uncharged
SWCNTs416 and graphene417 dispersions have been reviewed
previously. Such systems are very eﬀective for ﬁber and
ordered ﬁlm production in a wide range of contexts;
applications of CCN-derived LCs are covered in section 8.
SWCNTs and graphenes can most simply be treated with
Onsager’s hard rod and rigid platelet models418 which predict
Figure 35. (a) Schematic diagram of the intercalate bilayer
arrangement in KC8 where potassium cations are chelated by 15-
crown-5. Reproduced from ref 399. Copyright 2016 American
Chemical Society (b) Schematic of increase in GIC interlayer
distance upon coating of FeCl3 intercalant with dodecylamine (DA).
Reproduced with permission from ref 307. Copyright 2014 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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that as concentration of an isotropic phase increases, there is a
penalty to translational entropy due to volume exclusion. By
forming a liquid crystal phase, there is a marked gain to
translational entropy at the cost of orientation freedom; a
concentration exists where these two factors equate, above
which the LC phase forms.419 The transition from isotropic to
liquid crystal typically occurs across a concentration range in
which both phases coexist; thus, there are usually two phase
transition concentration boundaries: isotropic to biphasic and
biphasic to LC.
If nanotubes are treated as monodisperse rigid rods of length
L and diameter D, the biphasic regime occurs above a volume
fraction of ϕSWCNT = 3.3 D/L, and a pure nematic phase
(ordered in one axis) occurs at ϕSWCNT > 4.5 D/L. The
diameter should take into account the eﬀective thickness of any
stabilizing surfactant or electrostatic repulsion. Typical
boundary values for surfactant-dispersed SWCNTs are ca. 3
wt % and ca. 5 wt %, respectively.420 Superacid dispersed
SWCNTs exhibit LC transitions at notably lower concen-
trations (Figure 36), with the discrepancy attributed to the
longer nanotube lengths in the unsonicated solution, length
polydispersity, and the presence of short-range repulsion and
long-range attractions.310 In highly polydisperse systems, a
larger biphasic window exists with a lower concentration
threshold. Within the biphasic regime, thermodynamically, the
nematic phase will contain straighter and larger aspect ratio
nanotubes,145 although due to the slower diﬀusion kinetics of
long nanotubes, the nematic phase initially consists of short
nanotubes;145 this length selectivity can allow for separation
and reduction in length dispersity, at least in MWCNTs.421
The short-range repulsion of charged SWCNTs is critical for
LC formation. If there is insuﬃcient charge, agglomeration will
limit the solutions to the isotropic phase (Figure 37). As such,
increasing the nanomaterial surface charge (through increasing
reduction stoichiometry300 or reducing pKa of a solubilizing
superacid312) not only enables the formation of LC phases but
also increases the concentration window of the monophasic
LC phase. At insuﬃcient pKa in superacid, a diﬀerent phase
(the so-called “crystal-solvate”422) forms, with solvent
molecules ordered between the aligned SWCNTs, analogously
to an intercalation compound. The short-range repulsion can
also be increased for reduced CCNs through chelation of the
counterion (section 5.2) (Figure 36a).423 Impurities can
reduce the tendency to form liquid crystals; for example,
carbonaceous and catalytic impurities in SWCNT samples
disrupt the ability to form ordered LC domains.420 Similarly,
functionalization has been shown to disrupt the packing
necessary for LC formation; even when the inherent solubility
is increased, the nanomaterials remain in the isotropic
phase.313
Other LC phases such as smectic (stacked layers of parallel
packed rods) are theorized for SWCNTs, although require
higher concentrations and lower dimensional dispersity than
currently demonstrated.424 The kinetics of LC phase formation
and resulting microstructure are also highly sensitive to aspect
ratio, with longer SWCNTs displaying long relaxation times
and more anisotropic domains.311
Graphene dispersions can be modelled as rigid platelets425 of
thickness t and diameter D, and treated with Onsager
theory,418 potentially leading to discotic-nematic (aligned
faces) or columnar (parallel columns of face-on-face sheets)
LC formation at a volume fraction of ϕgraphene = 4 t/D. Owing
to the monatomic thickness of graphene (combined with often
micron scale diameters), the required volume/weight fractions
are typically lower than SWCNTs.426 Akin to SWCNTs,
graphene polydispersity leads to deviation from the Onsager
model predictions and prevents the formation of columnar LC
phases common for other rigid platelets, currently limiting
graphene LCs to the discotic-nematic phase.
Figure 36. Polarized optical micrographs of LC phases of CCNs. (a) HiPco nanotubide at 3.8 mg/mL (top) and 4.4 mg/mL with 20 mg/mL
crown ether (bottom). Polarization rotated to 0° (left) and 45° (right). Reproduced with permission from ref 406. Copyright 2013 American
Chemical Society. (b) Graphene (top) and oxidized GNR (bottom) at ca. 2 wt % in chlorosulfonic acid. Adapted with permission from ref 141.
Copyright 2010 Springer Nature. (c) SWCNTs (4 wt %) in 102% H2SO4, showing brightness change under rotation of polarization. Scale bar 250
μm. Adapted from ref 412. Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society.
Figure 37. Phase diagram of HiPco SWCNTs in superacid of varying
strength (HClSO3/H2SO4 at varying ratios). Adapted with permission
from ref 312. Copyright 2009 Springer Nature.
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6. SELECTIVITY
6.1. Electronic Selectivity
Carbon nanomaterials are highly heterogeneous in size and
shape, intrinsic properties, and quality, all of which inﬂuence
charging, functionalization, and dissolution processes selec-
tively. In early studies on (neutral) SWCNTs, Raman
spectroscopy indicated preferential reaction on m-SWCNTs
compared to sc-SWCNTs, attributed to their greater electron
aﬃnity. Since the formation of CCNs inherently involves
electron transfer, there is an exciting prospect of fractionating
carbon nanomaterials according to electronic character.
However, progress has been slow; the full picture is complex
due to the number of species (both impurities and diﬀerent
types of SWCNTs) and competing physical processes.
It has long been understood that diﬀerent SWCNT
helicities, each of distinct electronic character, should become
charged (and potentially therefore, dissolve or functionalize) in
sequence (depending on potential). While initial results
showed evidence for selectivity,292,427 the Raman techniques
used were indicative rather than quantitative and highly
sensitive to environmental eﬀects. More recent developments
have shown that signiﬁcant diﬀerences are only seen for low
charge regimes.64,400 During reduction, m-SWCNTs indeed
charge ﬁrst, however, between MC100 and MC200, the sc-
SWCNTs also become charged, starting with those with larger
diameters (and thus smaller bandgaps); by MC∼30, there is no
selectivity shown.64 In other words, although the eDOSs diﬀer,
they also overlap signiﬁcantly, so that integrated charge is
similar at potentials otherwise optimal for dissolution (Figure
38).
Simultaneous functionalization and charging through treat-
ment of neutral nanocarbons with group I organometallics or
Grignard regents occurs through electron transfer from the
alkyl (or equivalent) species, immediately followed by grafting
of the radical formed. With SWCNTs, electron transfer is more
favorable for m-SWCNTs owing to the presence of vacant low-
energy states leading to preferential metallic functionaliza-
tion.427 Small diameter nanotubes also show preferential
functionalization in spite of their higher Fermi levels, attributed
to their higher sp2 strain from curvature.371 Electronic428 and
diameter selective phenomena429 are widely observed in
SWCNT chemistry not just for nanotubide reactions.
However, in general, for selective reactions, the SWCNTs
should be individualized to maximize the eﬀect; in bundles, the
SWCNT with the greatest electron aﬃnity is not necessarily
the one most accessible to reagents.
In principle, although not yet explored, polydisperse samples
of very small graphenes, or narrow GNRs (where electronic
conﬁnement is signiﬁcant, section 2.2), should be susceptible
to analogous selective electronic charging and separation.
Similarly, diﬀerent members of the fullerene family have
diﬀerent redox properties (section 7.1), with the HOMO-
LUMO gap tending to decrease with increasing size.
6.2. Geometric Selectivity
In addition to electronic selectivity, it is increasingly clear that
there is a geometric selectivity related to kinetic eﬀects. One
observation is that for SWCNTs reduced at low charging
regimes, the spontaneously dissolved fraction typically contains
short/defective SWCNTs and impurities (Figure 39). One
hypothesis might be that defective materials charge more
readily; however, outside the low-charge regime, the carbon to
metal ratio is consistent between the (predominantly
amorphous carbon) dissolved fraction and the undissolved
SWCNTs.143 Instead, it is thought that the size disparity
between the reduced species leads to a kinetic diﬀerence
between dissolution rates with smaller species (notably
carbonaceous and catalytic impurities) dissolving at a faster
rate.63,143 By separating the impurity rich solution, the
SWCNTs can be puriﬁed in a less damaging manner than
typical competitive oxidation/combustion puriﬁcation
routes.122 An intermediate level of charging is required for
reductive puriﬁcation to prevent dissolution of all species, and
agitation must be avoided to maximize the inﬂuence of the
diﬀerent diﬀusion kinetics. The geometric separation is
particularly sensitive to SWCNT length: entangled nanotubes
may be treated as entangled rigid polymers of a given
persistence length. Charged nanotubes initially form a swollen
network, through which each individual nanotube must reptate
(i.e., wriggle in a snakelike fashion due to Brownian motion)
akin to a rigid rodlike polymer in the semi dilute regime.430
The reptation and diﬀusion rates of SWCNTs show a
signiﬁcant length dependence,150 allowing short SWCNTs to
diﬀuse substantially faster out of the gel-like bulk into
solution.63 For entangled ultralong SWCNTs (>10−100 μm)
dissolution may become unfeasibly slow;339 on the other hand,
longer SWCNTs are broken more easily in shear ﬁelds.148,149
Simple stirring of ultralong nanotubides can lead to suﬃcient
breakage that individualized nanotubide solutions form
Figure 38. (a) Combined eDOS of HiPco SWCNTs (blue) separated
into m-SWCNTs (gray), and small (green) and large (red) diameter
sc-SWCNTs; (b) distribution of charge between SWCNT types from
(a) as a function of charge per carbon. Adapted with permission from
ref 64. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society.
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conveniently, while still retaining greater lengths than conven-
tional dispersion methods.87 Dissolution of ultralong SWCNTs
through dissociative protonation has also demonstrated
individualization (albeit only at lower concentrations,311 ca.
50 ppm).
Graphite shows geometric selectivity upon dissolution, with
smaller ﬂakes dissolving preferentially through both reduc-
tive290 and dissociative protonation141 routes. It is currently
unclear whether this selectivity is due to inherent solubility, the
kinetics of intercalation, fragmentation during dissolution (akin
to breaking of ultralong SWCNTs), or the increased statistical
likelihood of larger ﬂakes containing interlayer bonds
preventing exfoliation.
7. REDOX CHEMISTRY OF OTHER NANOMATERIALS
7.1. Further Carbon-Based Nanomaterials
In addition to the C60, SWCNT, and graphene systems
discussed in depth here, the CCN chemistries can be applied
to a large variety of other carbon nanomaterials of all
dimensionalities. The higher fullerenes (C70, C76, C78, etc.)
have both lower-lying LUMOs and higher HOMOs than C60,
which broadly decrease/increase, respectively, with increasing
size, making them susceptible to the same fulleride and
fullerenium chemistries as buckminsterfullerene itself.171 Un-
charged multiwalled fullerenes (aka nano onions) are intrinsi-
cally insoluble433 but have been shown to spontaneously form
solutions upon reduction, in addition to facilitating reductive
functionalization.434 Multiwalled fullerenes are, however,
comparatively unstudied versus other carbon nanomaterials,
particularly with regard to their charged forms.
MWCNTs are known to act similarly to SWCNTs in terms
of reductive dissolution435 and functionalization.349,436 How-
ever, in addition to the intertube bundle intercalation found for
SWCNTs, intercalation can occur between the walls of
MWCNTs. These interwall-intercalated compounds can
subsequently unzip through longitudinal splitting to form
GNRs437,438 with well-deﬁned, straight edges. The negative
charge on the GNR is thought to be localized at the newly
formed edge and can be used for subsequent reductive
functionalization with alkyl halides185 or anionic polymer-
izations.439 Application of CCN chemistries to presynthesized
GNRs has not been reported to date; however, as studies have
indicated that GNR solubility is poor without edge
functionalization,440 there is clearly scope for investigation.
The use of superacids allows MWCNTs (of lengths up to 0.5
mm) to be dissolved at suﬃcient concentrations to form LC
domains.311 The use of strong acids with MWCNTs may lead
to intercalation between the walls441,442 which, akin to the
reduced MWCNTs, can be used for subsequent unzipping to
form ribbons, here through the addition of an oxidizing agent.
However, so far, this process appears to be lower in yield and
substantially more damaging than the reductive approach,
forming graphene oxide nanoribbons;443 these GO nanorib-
bons may also subsequently be dispersed through associative
protonation with chlorosulfonic acid.444
Carbon nanoﬁbers (CNFs) consist of (pseudo-)2d nano-
carbons of submicron lateral dimensions, stacked in a variety of
orientations. While the general behaviors can be described, the
electronic character and resulting solvation depend on the
constituent material quality and size. CNFs of suﬃciently
graphitic stacked platelets and full-core stacked nanocones act
analogously to graphite: intercalation with excess potassium
yields stage-1 stoichiometry with hybridized carbon/potassium
states but diﬀering work functions445 to graphite-derived KC8.
By adjusting the stoichiometry, other staged compounds can
be formed with speciﬁc reduction potentials.446 Donor-
intercalated stacked platelets can be subsequently exfoliated
to their constituent graphitic platelets through discharging in
protic media447 (although predominantly few-layered nano-
platelets are formed and defects are introduced) or stirring in
aprotic polar solvents431 (Figure 40). Pre-exfoliated few-layer
graphene platelets are also easily manipulated by the CCN
processing routes.370 Conversely, while hollow-core stacked
nanocones have shown exfoliation and functionalization using
reductive processes,448 the deﬁned, staged intercalated species
have not been isolated.
Single-walled nanocones449 with lengths ca. 50 nm and
diameter ca. 5 nm (often referred to as carbon nanohorns) do
not stack like the majority of graphitic nanocarbons and
instead are typically found as agglomerates in nanoscale
clusters, labeled “dahlias”.450 In spite of the structural
diﬀerences, these dahlias act analogously to the CCNs in
terms of reduction routes,451 spontaneous solubility432 (Figure
41), and subsequent reductive functionalization with alkyl
halides,432 albeit with notably lower stoichiometry of charge
Figure 39. Sequential electrochemical dissolutions of raw HiPco
SWCNT powder. (Top) Raman spectra of raw and dissolved
SWCNTs at sequential reduction potentials (vs Ag/Ag+) showing
initial dissolution of defective materials followed by dissolution of
graphitic SWCNTs at high potentials. (Bottom) TEM images of
selected nanotubide fractions showing the preferential dissolution of
metallic and carbonaceous debris (−1.6 to −2.0 V) followed by the
progressive dissolution of purer individualized SWCNT material
(>−2.0 V). Reproduced with permission from ref 228. Copyright
2013 Nature Springer.
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transfer at saturation compared to other nanocarbons.451
Dissolution in superacids to individual, unclustered species has
also been demonstrated;452 however, the reported residual p-
doping is consistent with retained acid or oxidative damage.
Reversible oxidative doping is possible with Lewis acids,453
increasing electrical conductivity, as observed for the other
carbon nanomaterials, although exfoliation of Lewis acid doped
dahlias to individualized nanocones has not been shown.
While some sp3-rich carbon materials, notably carbon
black,370,454 are susceptible to reductive CCN processing,
more crystalline and deﬁned materials (e.g., nanodiamond,
diamond-like carbon) have not been charged, outside electro-
chemical analyses.455,456 Regardless, the comparative ease of
functionalizing,457,458 and dissolving459,460 these materials by
established routes, compared to the graphitic nanocarbons,
limits the immediate appeal of CCN chemistries.
In addition to extrinsic charging sources, carbon nanoma-
terials can be doped through heteroatom substitution in the
atomic framework, most commonly nitrogen: the synthesis,
properties, and applications of heteroatom-doped carbon
nanomaterials have been reviewed extensively previ-
ously.217,461,462 The shift in Fermi energy from this approach
is mild in comparison to CCNs and is typically introduced for
use in electronic and catalytic applications. Heteroatom doping
in graphitic systems is typically limited to a few atom percent;
however, other speciﬁc phases are known. For example,
graphitic sp2-hybridized carbon nitrides (gCN) of the general
form C3N4 can exist as 2d sheets, involving linked heptazine or
triazine units, which can form well-deﬁned intralayer pores.
Intercalation of these compounds is well-established, including
with group 1 metals;463,464 however, exfoliation of gCN donor-
intercalation compounds has to-date relied on sonication in
water, leading to severe damage and poor monolayer levels.
Conversely, the smaller (sub-100 nm laterally), more
crystalline PTI sheets are comparatively simple to process,
spontaneously dissolving without charging as predominantly
8−9 layered species;465 very recently, CCN chemistries have
been shown to increase exfoliation to predominantly 2−3
layers at >30% yield, and allow functionalisation, under similar
conditions to graphenides.466
Lastly, although not yet demonstrated, there are new carbon
allotropes that are expected to be susceptible to the same
(electro)chemical methodologies as the other graphitic carbon
nanomaterials. Examples include newly synthesized structures
(e.g., the sp/sp2 polyhexaethynylbenzene “graphdiyne”467 and
sp2 ringed, doughnut-like nanotorus468) and others that are
predicted to be stable but which have not yet been prepared
(e.g., the sp2 haeckelites and schwartzite, and the sp/sp2
graphyne18).
7.2. Non-Carbon Nanomaterials
There is potential for the techniques and chemistries of CCNs
to be applied to noncarbon nanomaterials. The general
principles of nanomaterial charging are quite simple: ﬁrst,
the bulk material should consist of discrete nanomaterials held
together by noncovalent interactions. For chemical charging,
there must be an accessible LUMO/vacant state(s) at a lower
energy than the potential of an available reductant, or a
HOMO/ occupied state(s) above the oxidation potential of an
available oxidant. For electrochemical charging, the relevant
HOMO/LUMO levels must lie within an available electrolyte
stability window. In addition, the discrete, charged species
should exist as a stable state (both intrinsically, and in any
solvating medium) when the bond order has been altered by
the electronic doping, but the atomic connectivity is retained
and covalent reactions with the medium are avoided. The
number of electronic states that reside between the Fermi level
and maximum charged potential will inﬂuence the ﬁnal charge
density, and hence whether the individualized species will
overcome inter-nanoparticle attractions leading to dissolution.
The choice of counterion may also aﬀect solubility, with z > 1
ions such as SO4
2− leading to greater ionic strength in the
solutions (eq 2), increasing both charge screening and the
lattice energy of the nanoion/counterion salt.
Figure 40. Graphene nanoplatelets exfoliated from CNF. (a) AFM
and height proﬁle, (b) number of layers from height distribution, and
(c) lateral size distribution using log-normal ﬁt. Adapted with
permission from ref 431. Copyright 2016 The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
Figure 41. TEM of (a) as received and (b−d) reductively exfoliated
single-walled nanocones (nanohorns). Reproduced with permission
from ref 432. Copyright 2015 The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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It has been estimated that there are 1825 bulk two-
dimensional (2d) crystals similar to graphite that can be
exfoliated to single layers.470 The transition metal dichalcoge-
nides (TMDs) form one particularly notably family, compris-
ing various combinations of transition metals and chalcogens
(S, Se, and Te) with a large variety of composition-dependent
properties.470−472 Analogous to their carbon counterparts, the
TMDs bulk crystals possess strong interlayer van der Waals
interactions and may be intercalated (Figure 42) to form TMD
intercalation compounds (TMDICs) via the GIC synthetic
routes, including the use of direct metal,473 organometallics,474
organic electron carriers, and electrochemistry.475 The
TMDICs themselves can show interesting properties such as
added superconductivity476 and pressure dependent electronic
character.477 A full summary of the TMDICs is outside the
scope of this review but are often created with the aim of
exfoliation, most commonly through addition to water;473,474
however, akin to GIC/water exfoliation, the recovered material
is often highly defective. More recently, Birch reduction
(metal/ammonia) of TMDs has shown to form TMDICs that
are spontaneously soluble in aprotic polar solvents (Figure 43)
for a large array of TMDs.303 A range of other (non-TMD) 2d
layers may also be exfoliated from their bulk crystals through
reduction and exfoliation, including Bi2Te3, V2O5, Sb2Te3, and
GaTe.303 Alternatively, acceptor-type TMDICs can be formed
through the use of Lewis base intercalants, which show
exfoliation upon intercalant substitution of iteratively bulkier
Lewis bases to separate layers478 (similarly to the GICs,42
Section 3.4.2). Some TMDs can be synthesized as fullerenes or
nanotubes with potentially useful properties (e.g., WS2
nanotubes show promising mechanical properties) (ca.
16 GPa tensile strength with a ductile failure,479 outperforming
CNTs in certain composites,480 while WS2 fullerenes are
eﬀective solid lubricants481); however, current processing has
been limited to classic shear approaches.482 In the future,
charge-based processing routes could be applied to other TMD
nanotubes/fullerenes.
Boron nitride (BN) nanomaterials are structurally analogous
to the carbon nanomaterials forming graphene-like hexagonal
lattices (h-BN) and nanotubes (BNNTs). In stark contrast to
the carbon nanomaterials (and most TMDs), the band gaps of
BN nanomaterials are large483 (5.2 eV for h-BN, 4 eV for
BNNTs with diameters ≥1.2 nm), leading to electrically
insulating materials less susceptible to direct doping.
Intercalation of h-BN with potassium484 and lithium485 is
possible; however, charge transfer from the metal to the BN is
negligible. The reduction (with sodium naphthalide) and
functionalization of BNNTs has recently been reported486 and
may proceed via localized charges, in contrast to the
delocalized charges in the nanocarbon systems. Carbon doping
of BNNTs is known to introduce easily accessible bands as a
new LUMO,487 providing a route to potentially charge
separate carbon-doped BNNTs.
Multiwalled BNNTs can be intercalated with potassium
between the walls and then longitudinally split to form
(predominantly few layer) BN nanoribbons457 (Figure 44),
similar to MWCNT splitting (section 7.1). However, unlike
the MWCNT/GNR synthesis, subsequent edge-functionaliza-
tion has only been proposed rather than demonstrated.488
More recently, associative protonation with chlorosulfonic acid
has been shown to dissolve micron-length BNNTs,489
preferentially to synthesis side-products, facilitating a simple
puriﬁcation procedure.490
8. CURRENT AND EMERGING APPLICATIONS
There is a diverse range of applications for CCNs (Figure 45),
most famously, reduced graphitic materials have long been
used commercially as anodes in lithium ion batteries;493
however, SWCNT/MWCNT anode replacements are cur-
rently attracting attention.437,494 It is thought that hierarchical
assemblies of CNTs (often vertically grown arrays) may be
capable of higher speciﬁc charge densities as Li intercalation
does not require opening of galleries between graphene sheets.
However, the larger surface area may limit the performance
through additional electrolyte decomposition. CCNs may also
be useful for chemical energy storage; Ca-doped graphene495
Figure 42. Lithium intercalation of MoS2 sheets. (a and b) Optical
images showing intercalation proceeding from the edge. (c) AFM
micrograph with height proﬁles (d and e) showing increased height in
intercalated region and strain-induced sheet wrinkling. Reproduced
from ref 469. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. Figure 43. Dissolved TMD nanosheets. (a−e) TEM micrographs of
(a) Bi2Te3, (b) Sb2Te3, (c) MoSe2, (d) V2O5, and (e) GaTe
nanosheets, alongside their corresponding diﬀraction patterns marked
with in-plane orientation and space groups for each structure (TEM
scale bars, 100 nm; diﬀraction scale bars, 5 nm−1). (f) The 120° facet
of a Bi2Te3 single layer (scale bar, 10 nm) which is conﬁrmed with fast
Fourier transform data (scale bars 5 nm−1) from inside the hexagon
and the carbon support. (g) High-resolution electron micrograph
showing the atomic structure in (f) overlaid with image simulation (in
dashed rectangle) and the in-plane structural model of Bi (purple)
and Te (gold) atoms for a monolayer of Bi2Te3. Also shown is the
structural model for the single layer perpendicular to the sheets.
Adapted with permission from ref 303. Copyright 2017 Nature
Springer.
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(ca. 5 wt %) and Li/K intercalated SWCNT bundles274 (ca. 20
wt %) are reported to oﬀer higher H2 storage than most
current hydrogen absorption solutions,496 although the
accuracy of these results are the subject of ongoing
debate.497,498
More recently, intercalation of chemical fuels into SWCNT
bundles has been used to develop a new form of energy storage
termed thermopower wave devices.499 Here, the propagating
reaction drives a current through the nanostructured carbon
support, oﬀering an energy density which can approach that of
lithium ion batteries.500 Semiconducting SWNTs also oﬀer
excellent performance as more conventional thermoelectrics;
since the Seebeck coeﬃcient depends on the density of states,
tuning the Fermi level to a van Hove singularity, by either
chemical or electrochemical doping, can increase performance
signiﬁcantly.501 The use of hydroxide- and halide-doped
SWCNTs counterbalanced by chelated alkali metal ions has
been shown to create air-stable n-type thermoelectrics with
promising performance502 (ﬁgure of merit, ZT > 0.1). In
addition, the combination of oxidative and reductive doping
can produce the n- and p-type constituents needed for an
eﬀective thermopile.503 As described earlier (section 3.3.2),
many of the CCNs show superconductivity, notably GICs181
and fullerides;253 however, CCN superconductors are likely of
predominantly academic interest only, owing to their air
sensitivity and low Tc compared to existing iron and cuprate
high-temperature superconductors.504
The longstanding use of KC8 as a reducing agent in organic
chemistry (along with other less-reducing GICs) may be
improved through use of the more highly tunable nanotubide
as a reducing agent, with the reduction potential set by
carbon/metal stoichiometry, rather than the staging-dependent
potential of the GICs.151 The added tunability, in principle,
allows selective reactivity of chemicals with a variety of
reduction potentials and can be adapted to form supported
metal nanoparticles from otherwise unreactive metal salts,
giving rise to hierarchical nanomaterials, relevant for example
to (electro)catalytic applications.390,391
Carbon nanomaterial processing can be improved by
applying CCN chemistries. One advantage is that puriﬁcation
can easily be integrated; in both chemical292 and electro-
Figure 44. (a) Scheme of the unzipping of BNNTs to form BN
nanoribbons, (b) SEM image of pristine BNNTs, and (c) SEM image
of BNNRs formed by splitting BNNTs by potassium vapor at 300 °C
for 72 h. Reproduced with permission from ref 457. Copyright 2014
American Chemical Society.
Figure 45. Applications of CCNs. (a and b) SEM and digital pictures of aerogels from nanotubide solutions (a) with and (b) without cross-linking
from reduction functionalization from nanotubide solution. (a) Adapted with permission from ref 402. Copyright 2016 The Royal Society of
Chemistry. (b) Reproduced with permission from ref 491. Copyright 2014 Elsevier. (c) SEM of SWCNT yarn spun from nanotubide. Reproduced
from ref 423. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (d) High strength, high conductivity SWCNT ﬁber from superacid processing, acting as
support and wires for a 46 g LED light. Reproduced with permission from ref 84. Copyright 2013 AAAS. (e) SWCNT ﬁlm with high alignment
from nanotubide liquid crystals (SEM and AFM inset). Reproduced from ref 300. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. (f) SEM and digital
picture of TCF from superacid dispersed SWCNTs. Reproduced with permission from ref 492. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (g)
SEM of SWCNT/poly(vinyl chloride) composite ﬁber fracture cross-section. Reproduced with permission from ref 87. Copyright 2017 The Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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chemical63 reductions, low charge ratios dissolve undesirable
contaminants preferentially, leaving more perfect, longer,
puriﬁed SWCNTs behind.143 When directly compared to all
other typical SWCNT puriﬁcation routes, the reductive
puriﬁcation has been shown to be the best compromise
between introduced damage, impurity removal, and yield.122
The diﬀering eDOS of SWCNTs may allow enrichment or
separation, by helicity or electronic type,64,292 although the
eﬀects are complex (section 6.1).
The functionalization of carbon nanomaterials is of vital
importance to their broader processing and, as discussed
extensively earlier (section 4), and can be facilitated with
minimal damage by using CCNs as an intermediate.
Functionalization can be used to increase solubility in a
range of solvents, alter surface energies and structure,370 and
compatibility with matrices for composites: CCNs are
particularly pertinent for composite materials, allowing strong
covalent bonds to form between matrix with the nanomaterial
to increase shear stress transfer.338,340,368,378,505 As the
reductive functionalization can be applied to the entire CCN
family, it allows quick and simple access to corresponding
families of functionalized carbon nanomaterials, allowing
systematic studies of geometry to be performed.370
A variety of carbon constructs have been prepared via CCN
routes, including ﬁbers, ﬁlms, and aerogels (Figure 45 panels a
and b). The CCN approaches minimize bundling, damage to
the sp2 framework, and contamination (for example, from
surfactants). 3d Assemblies of SWCNTs can be created
through freeze-drying of nanotubide solutions to give free-
standing, ultralight, highly porous cryogels.491 The gels are
mechanically weak unless a polymer matrix is introduced to the
initial solution, although the exposed SWCNT surface is
lowered. Alternatively, high concentration nanotubide sol-
utions may be cross-linked with reductive functionalization to
form a SWCNT gel which can be freeze-dried to form
mechanically robust materials.402,506 These porous assemblies
can act as supercapacitors,402 gas storage scaﬀolds,507 Joule
heaters,508 fuel cell catalysts,509 and the chemistries can be
modiﬁed to incorporate graphenide to form hybrid nano-
carbon constructs.
2d Transparent conductive ﬁlms (TCFs) can be synthesized
from simple dip-coating, spin-coating, spraying, or casting of
nanotubide,510 graphenide,511 or superacid/SWCNT solu-
tions492 forming ﬂexible thin ﬁlms with high strength and
low resistances. Values below 100 Ω/sq at 90% transparency512
place such systems among the best SWCNT TCFs created to
date.512 The liquid crystallinity of high concentration
dispersions of both nanotubide/superacid dispersed SWCNTs
can be exploited to form aligned ﬁlms.300 The current
properties are approximately the same as typical data for the
ubiquitous but brittle and expensive TCF indium tin oxide
coated glass. Similar TCFs using charged graphenes have
recently been produced, both from graphenide290 and
superacid dispersed graphene,141 and are thought to be
promising alternatives, although properties have yet to match
those from the more mature SWCNT ﬁeld. Devices
incorporating TCFs currently suﬀer from weak adhesion to
the supporting substrate; however, CCNs oﬀer a possible
solution, utilizing the inherent reactivity of the CCN to bond
to the substrate covalently as a self-assembled monolayer.228
Electrophoretic deposition of neutral carbon nanomaterials is
already a sizable ﬁeld,513 which may be aided by the availability
of CCNs,63 which do not rely on surfactants or defects.
Similarly, solutions of reduced, individualized TMD sheets
have been electroplated to form ﬁlms;303 however, their
properties have not yet been measured and compared to
alternative TMD assembly routes.
Polymer composites exploiting the exceptional mechanical
properties of carbon nanomaterials require good dispersion,
strong interfaces with the matrix, and high aspect ratios;
alignment is also often useful to maximize anisotropic
properties.85 Mild charge-based processing has been shown
to be an excellent route to high performance materials since
there is a high degree of individualization with little damage.
The interface properties of subsequent nanocomposites can be
improved using the CCN’s inherent reactivity, increasing
composite strength, and toughness.338,378 Alternatively, the
matrix can be grown directly from the CCN,340 using graft-
from polymerizations (see section 4.3)
Aligned, anisotropic nanocarbons are particularly suited to
the formation of high performance ﬁbers. CCN solutions can
be used as the precursor solution for continuous coagulation
spinning of pure SWCNT ﬁbers by simple injection into
water.423,514 The resultant materials from superacid SWCNT
dispersions have high uniaxial mechanical properties (highly
dependent on SWCNT source515) with tensile strength up to
2.4 GPa, a Young’s modulus of 150 GPa, and a strain to failure
of 1.7%, all at low density. The high tensile strength of these
ﬁbers is aided by the presence of LC domains in the initial
dope, which increases the alignment of the SWCNTs during
the spinning process. The resulting ﬁber exhibits high speciﬁc
electrical and thermal conductivities (up to 4.18 kS m2 kg−1
and 451 mW m2 kg−1 K, respectively, after iodine doping84).
Fibers from coagulating nanotubide liquid crystals423 in water
lead to inferior mechanical properties, likely due to damage
from uncontrolled discharging. Initial aqueous-spun graphe-
nide306 and graphenide/nanotubide hybrid306 ﬁbers have been
recently demonstrated but currently exhibit poorer properties
than the best current reduced graphene oxide ﬁbers.516,517 The
use of a polymer coagulant in lieu of water for nanotubide
solutions can lead to a composite ﬁber, which is more
mechanically robust.435 The use of a reactive polymer solution
as the coagulant allows a covalent interface to form between
matrix and nanotube in situ as the ﬁber forms, oﬀering
increased composite toughness.339
9. CONCLUSION
CCNs provide invaluable opportunities to aid the processing of
otherwise intractable materials, particularly SWCNTs and
graphenes. Charging provides a nondamaging route for the
preparation and manipulation of individualized nanomaterial
solutions while retaining the properties of interest, particularly
their high aspect ratio. These CCN solutions can facilitate
puriﬁcation, separation, and (self-)assembly into a variety of
hierarchical functional structures. In addition, CCNs provide
versatile access to a wide range of derivatization chemistries,
with minimal damage. These advantages are increasing
relevant, as high quality SWCNTs are becoming available at
ever-lower costs and in larger quantities. CCN chemistries
allow technologists to take advantage of these high quality
materials, especially for mechanical and (opto)electronic
applications where individualization of high aspect ratio, high
crystallinity nanocarbons are needed. While CCN chemistries
typically require controlled atmospheres, they are essentially
bulk processes, unlike the intensive ultrasound or ultra-
centrifugation steps otherwise needed for individualization.
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In principle, the CCN approach is ready to implement
industrially at whatever scale is relevant to application.
In addition to their practical utility, the CCNs are of interest
from an academic perspective. Notably, CCNs exist as a
unique class of materials: low dimensionality, macroscopic,
high aspect ratio, and discrete molecular species with a
continuum DOS. Their properties are a complex balance of
redox chemistry, physical electrostatic interactions, and lattice
energies. While clear overlaps exist with metal clusters, organic
polyelectrolytes, and charged plates, bespoke CCN models are
necessary. A fuller understanding of how the eDOS depends
on CCN geometry and degree of reduction/oxidation may be
the key to revealing selective dissolution and functionalization
mechanisms in more detail. In addition, the eﬀects of charge
localization, locus of functionalization, and charge condensa-
tion should be more thoroughly investigated, taking into
account sample heterogeneity, the presence of impurities, and
subsequent charge partitioning. With the increasing availability
of sorted SWCNTs, which represent a large family of around
1000 distinct molecules22 with characteristic properties and
redox behaviors, a rich vein of chemistry will become
accessible, drawing on a new class of well-deﬁned polyelec-
trolyte. More generally, the reductive chemistries may be
applied to a wide range additional nanomaterials; while the
preliminary studies, noted above, including nanohorns, nano-
onions, and TMDs, are promising, the development of charge-
based processing will continue to enable new applications and
reveal intriguing new phenomena.
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